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James R. Bachman, class of '51,
speaks from experience when he says..

.

"I find the Applied Research Laboratory
of U. S. Steel an interesting and
rewarding place in which to work."

The rapid rise of Mr. Bachman at
United States Steel's Applied Research Laboratory in Monroeville,
Pa., is typical of that of many scientists and engineers who have come to
U. S. Steel from college and who
have staked their future with this
organization.
Mr. Bachman received his B.S.
Degree in 1951 and his M. S. Degree
in 1952. Both of these degrees were
in Ceramic Engineering. While at
college, he served as a Research Assistant on a commercial research
refractories problem.
In June, 1952, Mr. Bachman was
employed in the Refractories Division of the Applied Research Laboratory as Assistant Technologist. During his four years of employment, he
has received two promotions. Today,
he is the Supervising Technologist,

Refractories Division, at this laboratory.
Mr. Bachman has said: "At U. S.
Steel's Applied Research Laboratory, we are actively solving problems that are of vital importance to
the steel industry. These problems
are many and varied, including as
they do activities in the fields of
physics, chemistry, mathematics,
and electrical, mechanical and metallurgical engineering."
Today, more than ever before, the
young man graduating from college
will find every opportunity for rapid
growth opened to him at U. S. Steel
-whether in research or in hundreds

of other engrossing operations which
make up the daily work of this constantly expanding industry. If you
are interested in a challenging and
rewarding career with United States
Steel and feel that you can qualify,
why not get in touch with your college placement director for further
information? Moreover, we shall be
pleased to send you a copy of our
informative booklet, Paths of Opportunity, upon request. Simply
write to United States
Steel Corporation, Personnel Division, Room
1662, 525 William Penn
Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.

I T E D STATES STE
SEE THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR. It's a full-hour TV program presented every
other week by United States Steel. Consult your local newspaper for time and station.
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OIL WELL SUPPLY TENNESSEE COAL & IRON UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY Divisions of UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH
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Some extra advantages

for

Field Engineers include:

Training at full salary for 3
months before assignment.
Generous moving and travel
allowance between present location and Southern California
(Culver City).

. ..an exciting and rewarding
awaits the E.E. or Physics
graduate who joins this highly
Engineering team.

r

As a Field Engineer at Hughes, through
training and assignment you will become
familiar with the entire systems involved,
including the most advanced clcctronic
computers. With this knowledge you
will be ideally situated to broaden your
experience and learning for future application in either the military or commercial field.
The national respect which Hughes
commands in the field of advanced electronics is in no small part due to the
technical support provided by the Field
Engineers. Other contributors to the suc-

Additional con~pensation plus
complete travel and moving on
assignments away from ~ u l v e r
City.

cess of the Field Service aid Support
Division are the Technical Manuals
Engineer, Training School Engineers,
Technical Liaison Engineers, and Field
Modification Engineers.
This Hughes activity is a highly trained
organization of expert engineers, giving
support to the armed services and airframe manufacturers using the company's
equipment. Locations are in Southern
California, continental U.S., overseas.
We invite you to join this team. For
further information write us at the
address below.

Ideal living conditions in the unsurpassed climate of Southern
California.
Reimbursement for after-hours
courses at UCLA, USC, or other
local universities.
Employee group and health insurance paid by company, retirement plan, sick leave, and paid
vacations.

Scientific staff Relations
KESEARCH A N D DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
HUSHES AIRCRAFT C O M P A N Y

Chdver City, California
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The Birth a n d Death of a Star
Astronomical studies of the life histories
of the ?tars lead to some interesting speculations about our own future.

b y Allan Sandage
this rnontli-some rock
formations discovered by William C.
Miller, official photographer for the
Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories. Mr. Miller's avocation is to look
for prehistoric Indian ruins in Arizona,
and he came across the two objects
pictuied on our cover when he was exploring in the Navaho country of
northern Arizona several summers ago.
On the cover

These distorted sliapes, which look
like giant mushrooms, have been formed by centuries of falling rain. The
tops are actually fragments of the hard
cap rock of the'mesa, which fell from
cliffs centuries ago. The stems are soft
sandstone, which has survived under the
protection of these durable umbrellas.
Officially, Bill Miller has been with
the Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories since 1949. Unofficially, he
worked as a 'volunteer observer on
Mount Wilson for 15 years before that.
He was a11 optical engineer then, designing optical instruments and, during
the war, peliscopes and boml~iiighf;.
On weekends and holidays, though, he
woiked on Mount Wilsoii, photographing the stars.
In recent years, Bill Miller's spare
time has been devoted to explorationmostly in the inaccessible areas of Arizona's Navaho country. These are never
meie pleasme tiips-as
almost any of
the Caltech graduate students who have
accompanied Miller can tell you. I n
tact, Miller and his companions did
CONTINUED O N PAGE 6
PICTURE CREDITS
Cover, p. 6

p. 17

William C. Miller
Mount Wilson-Palomar
Obsei-vafories Photo

pps. 2 2 - 2 5
p. 2 7
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William C. Miller
N o l a n Patterson

Part-Time Explorer
William C. Miller, pl~otographerfor the
Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories,
l e d a double life. Here's a look at the
other one.
Vitamins Are Here to Stay
Vitamin studies boomed from 1930 to
1945. T h e field may be quieter now hut the. research is us uctiue as ever.
by Herschel K . Mitchell
The Uniqueness of M a n
Man's evolutionary juture-biologically
and culturally -is unlimited. Even more
important, it lies within m d s oivn power
to determine its direction.
b y George W . Beadle
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sixth largest
T h e Gas industry-the sixth largest in the nation
-has a total investment of over $15 billion. Last
year the industry set a new all-time record in
number of customers, volume of gas sold, and
dollar revenue. I n fact, Gas contributed 25% of
the total energy needs of the nation as compared
with ll.3y0in 1940. T h e Gas industry is a major
force in the growth development and economic
health of this country.

JOSEPH

There are many opportunities for you in the Gas
industry. T h e industry needs engineers, and does
not overhire. You won't be regimented. There's
always room for advancement. With utility companies and with manufacturers of Gas equipment,
there's a future for you as an engineer. Call your
nearest Gas Utility. They'll be glad to talk with
you about your opportunity in the Gas industry.
American Gas Association.

J. DRECHSLER

3,s.i n Mechanical Engineering, 1948, Johns Hopkins

University

Joe Drechsler1after 8 years with Baltimore G a s and
Electric Company, i s now Assistant Superintendent in a
department with over 450 employees
After completing the company's Student Engineering Training Program, Joe spent one year in the Gas and Steam Testing Laboratory.
He was then promoted through various levels of engineering and
supervisory assignments, t o his present job of Assistant Superintendent on April 1, 1956. This department has over 450 employees
and is responsible for t h e installation and servicing of indust~ial,
commercial and don~esticgas appliances on customers' property, and
the installation and servlcmg of gas and steam metering and pressure
record~ngequipment.

In iust 6% years with Southern Counties Gas Company of
Californial Robert K. Von Der Lohe has become Manager
of Commercial and Industrial Sales
After two years with a construction engineering firm, Bob Von Der
Lohe joined t h e gas company and began his steady cIimb t o his current position. Starting as an assistant technician in 1950, Bob has
moved up through t h e jobs of industrial sales engineer and staff
representative-industrial sales, t o his present post as Manager,
Commercial and Industrial Sales. Bob does more than "sell" industries and commercial operations on the use of gas. He also supervises a staff which advises restaurant and hotel owners on ways to
improve their gas operations and over-all productive e&ciency.

* * * a * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

M A R S outstanding design SERIES

man and motion:
The wonders of the future are still little whispers
in men's minds, or maybe - like Detroit Designer
Norman James' magnetically suspended inter-city train
-a drawing on a piece of paper. Traveling in a vacuum
in an air-tight tube, it floats in space, held by a system
of magnets built into cars and tunnel. Propelled electrically by "rolled-out" motor, train acts as rotor,
tunnel roof as stator. Converter aboard train changes
light projected through windows into electrical energy.
No one knows which ideas will flower into reality.
But it will be important in the future, as it is now, to
use the best of tools when pencil and paper translate
a dream into a project. And then, as now, there will be
no finer tool than Mars-sketch to working drawing.
Mars has long been the standard of professionals.
T o the famous line of Mars-Technic0 push-button
holders and leads, Mars-Lumograph pencils, and
Tradition-Aquarell painting pencils, have recently been
added these new products: the Mars Pocket-Technic0
for field USC; the efficient Mars lead sharpener and
"Draftsman's" Pencil Sharpener with the adjustable
point-length feature; and -last but not least -the
Mars-Lun~ochrom,the new colored drafting pencil
which offers revolutionary drafting advantages. The
fact that it blueprints perfectly is just one of its many
important features.

The 2886 Mars-Lurnograph drawing pencil, I 9
degrees, EXEXB to 9H. The 1001 Mars-Technic0
push-button lead holder. 1904 Mars-Lurnograph
imparted leads, 18 degrees, EXB to 9H. MarsLumochrorn colored drafting pencil, 24 colors.

J.s.H

TAEDTLER,INC.

in This issue

..

CONTINUED

such impressive work that, in 1952, their
annnal expeditions hegar1 to be made in
conjunctiou with the Musenm of Northern
Arizona in Flagstaff.
Bill ~ ~ i l l e r major
's
objective, since then,
has heen to 5urkey the intricate canyon
n e t ~ o r kin Navaho Canyon, and to locate,
map, and iecoid all the prehistoric ruins
he could find. A few samples of his exten<i\e p l ~ o t o g i a p h ~record
c
of these explora"The Birth and Death of a Star," on page

17, was originally given as a talk hy Allan
Sandage, hefore the trustees a n d staff of
the Car~iegie Institution of Washington,
last month. Dr. Sandage, who was gradua.ter1 from the Uniyersity of Illinois in
1948, received his PIID in astronomy from
Caltech in 1953. H e served as a n assistant
in astronnmy liere from 1949 to 1952, when
he hecame a ?ta# m*mher of the 1Mount
Wilson and Palomar Ohservaiories.
Herschel K. Mitchell, who wrote vitamin^
Are Here to Stay," on page 26, came to
Caltech from the staff of Stanford University in 1946. H e is now professor of biology here.
A good part 01 Dr. Mitchell's early reqearch was done on the B-complex vitamins, and he played a major role i n the
isolation and identification of t h e vitamin,
folic acid. H e was also one of the group
which first determined the structure and
then worked out the syntl~esis of pantothenic acid, another important inemher of
the Vitamin-B g o u p .
"The Uniqueness of Man," on page 34, is
the text of a speecl~given 11y George W.
Beadle at the annual meeting of the
Ameiican Asqociation for the Advancement
of Science in New York City la5t montll.
This was, in fact, Dr. Beadle's retiring
presidential addre5s hefore the society.
Chairman of the Division of the Biological Sciences at Caltech, Dr. Beadle was
president of the AAAS in 1955-56.

HACKENSACK* NEW JERSEY

at a//good engineering and drawing material suppliers
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-52 iack screw-a
O n Boeing B-52 bombers, the horizontal tail surface has more area than the
wing of a standard twin-engine airliner.
Yet it can be moved in flight, up or down,
to trim the aircraft.
The device that performs this function
is a jack screw, which, though it weighs
only 255 pounds, can exert a force of
approximately 225 tons!
Many kinds of engineering skills went
into designing and developing a jack
screw so urecise that it automaticallv conlpensates for stretch and compression
under load. Civil, electrical, mechanical
and aeronautical engineers, and mathematicians and physicists - a11 find challenging work on Boeing design projects
for the B-52 global jet bomber, and for
thr 707 jet tanker-transport, the BO-

typical Boeing design challenge
MARC 1M-99 pilotless interceptor, and

I n addition to design engineering,
aircraft of the future.
there are openings on other Boeing teams
in research and production. Engineers
Because of Boeing's steady expansion,
like the life in the "just-right" size comthere is continuing need for additional
munities of Seattle and Wichita. Thev
engineers. There are more than twice as
may pursue advanced studies with commany engineers with the company now
pany assistance in tuition and participate
as at the peak of World War 11. Because
in a most liberal retirement plan. There
Boeing is an "engineers' company," and
may be a place for you at Boeing-Seattle
promotes from within, these men find
or Boeing-Wichita.
unusual opportunities for advancement.
Design engineers at Boeing work with
For further Boeing career information consult your
other topnotch engineers in close-knit . Placement Office or write to either:
project teams. They obtain broad experiJCIHN C. SANDERS, Staff Engineer-Personnel
ence with outstanding men in many
Boeing Airplane Go., Seattle 24, Washington
fields, and have full scope for creative
expression, professional growth and indiF. 6. WLLLACE . . . . Staff Engineer-Personnel
vidual recognition. And they find satisBoeing Airplane Co., Wichita, Kansas
faction in the high engineering integrity
that is a Boeing byword.
Aviation leadership since 1916
SFATTI F, WASIIINRTON
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WHAT ABOUT YOUR FUTURE?
-in Chemical, Electrical or Mechanical Engineering
What opportunities lie ahead? You and only you
can decide this question after you've had a chance
to review the potential prospects offered by a growing organization engaged in growth industries.

exact date, contact your college placement office
and set up an appointment, now. In the meantime,
write for your advance copy of' FMC1s booklet,
" P ~ i t t i n gIdeas To Work."

To help you appraise your talents and abilities
in terms of the future, a representative of F M c
will visit your campus to talk with you. For the

Serving Industry & Agriculture through Creative
Research and Practical Engineering.

FOOD MACHIHERY AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION
Dept. 11

P. 0. Box 760

Industrial Relations Division
San Jose, California

ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE

Building the world's largest
wind tunnel

. . A PROBLEM IN P
w

PULSI

ENGINEERS AT WESTINGHOUSE FACE CREATIVE
CHALLENGES LIKE THIS EVERY DAY

Engineering, mathematics, physics, metallurgy
. . . all had a part in solving the propulsion and
structural problems of the world's largest wind
tunnel at Tullahoma, Tenn.
Westinghouse offersyou work on similar stimulating projects. Investigate the wide range of
career opportunities a t Westinghouse, where our
big expansion program means real chance for
growth and progress for Electrical, Mechanical,
Chemical and Industrial Engineers, Physicists,
Mathematicians and Metallurgists.
In this one diversified company, you can do
the kind of work you prefer . . in the field of
your choice-radar, decision devices, automation, electronics, nuclear energy, to mention just
a few. There's plenty of room a t Westinghouse
to move around-and up!
The million-dollar Educational Center offers
a complete training program. Master's and Ph.D.
degrees can be earned a t company cost.
Have your Placement Officer make a date for
you now with the Westinghouse Interviewer, who
will be o n the campus soon.
Meanwhile, write for Finding Your Place i n
Industry, and Continued Education at Westinghouse.

.

Write: Mr. M. L. Winter, Regional Educational
Co-ordinator, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, 410 Bush Street, San Francisco 8, Calif.

Westinghouse
JANUARY, 1957
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It's bad news-but pretty soon we may be deprived of our ageold sport of taunting the weatherman for his mistakes.
Reason? A giant electronic computer is squeezing the error out
of weather prediction by making numerical weather forecasting
possible. Now at work at the Joint Numerical Weather Prediction
Unit, Suitland, Maryland, an IBM 701 computer digests thousands of weather-influencing facts daily and computes them at
almost incomprehensible speeds.
Making 16,000 additions or 2,000 multiplications every second,
the computer forecasts the daily weather with an accuracy that
would have required some 64,000 mathematicians thirty years
ago. In addition, it encourages meteorologists to tackle problems
that once discouraged them because of the staggering mathematics
involved.
Forecasting YOUR f u t u r e
Weather prediction is one more example of how IBM computersin business, science, government and education-are revolutionizing our way of doing things. These mathematical marvels are
destined to play an increasingly important part in the careers of
engineering graduates. Digital computers rank in importance with
nucleonics and automation in our new industrial revolution. If
you are working toward an E.E. or an M.E. degree, or, if you are
majoring in physics or mathematics, you'll find that IBM, as a
leader in the electronic computer field, offers you the opportunities
you need for a successful engineering career.
For further information about opportunities at IBM, see your Placement Director or write to R. A. Whitehome, Mgr. of Engineering Recruitment, Dept. 3301, International Business Machines Corporation,
590 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

a t o m i c subs:

I B M electronic

computers assure seaworthiness and crew
safety by solving problems in radiation technology and vibration frequency.

'

flight: At aircraftplants,
IBM computers pre-test planes, simulate ac-

DATA PROCESSING

"Flight-testing"without

ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS
TIME EQUIPMENT
MILITARY PRODUCTS

"Sea-testing"

--

tual flight conditions mathematically, climinate hazardous testing.
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This young Sperry engineer is developing a
component in a new control system to be
used on intercontinental multi-jet bombers.
Can your imagination tell you what it is?
Whether your guess is right or wrong,
there's no question that at Sperry "imagineering" is the order of the day, every day.
It takes imagination of a high order, after
all, to lead in such headlined fields as:
Guided missiles

Automatic flight controls

0

Advanced radars
Aircraft engine controls

Inertial navigation
Fire control systems

When you take the title of "Sperry Engineer" you also take the line of work that
appeals most to your special interests. The
choice is almost endless at Sperry because
we're busy on projects that span the engineering spectrum.
You'll work shoulder-to-shoulder with
men rated tops in their fields. Just as important to your career as this inspiring daily contact is the chance Sperry gives you to study
for advanced degrees - and pays your full
tuition! Each Sperry plant-whether in California, Florida, New York, Utah, or Virginia
- is conveniently located close to leading
engineering colleges.
Your Placement Office can tell you when
Sperry representatives will call at your school
-be sure to talk to them. If you prefer, write
for more facts to J. W. Dwyer, Sperry Gyroscope Company, Section 1B5.
ANSWER:

'this Sperry engineer is testing transistor-magnetic
amplifier servomechanism used in computer of
advanced turbine control system.

G'ÃˆO?CUP COMPdW
Great Neck, New York

DIVISION

OF SPERRY R A N D CORPORATION

BROOKLYN

CLEVELAND

-

-

NEW ORLEANS

.

LOS ANGELES

SEATTLE SAN FRANCISCO * I N CANADA: SPERRY GYROSCOPE
C O M P A N Y O F CANADA, L I M I T E D , M O N T R E A L , Q U E B E C
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BOOKS
GEOLOGY AND OURSELVES
by F. H. Edmunds
Philosophical Library, N.Y.

$10

Reviewed by Robert P. Sharp,
Chairman of the Division of
Geological Sciences

AN AUTHOR should be judged
largely upon what he sets o u ~LO do.
The announced aim of this book is
"to show how the science of geology
enters into our everyday life." Mr.
Edmunds enjoys a modest success in
this endeavor.
Man of experience

Omega West, newest of the research reactors a t
Omega site i n Los Alamos, is one of several reactors
in operation o r under development at the Laboratory.
T h e OWR is designed for high flux at low cost,
flexible operation, and has extremely versatile port
facilities. This installation is an important addition
to the impressive array of research facilities available
t o Los Alamos scientists.

1

T h e Laboratory is interested in receiving employment
applications from engineers and scientists of superior
qualifications. Direct your inquiry to:
Department of Scientific Personnel
Division 571

"S^scientific laboratorv
O F THE U N I V E R S I T Y O F C A L I F O R N I A

I\

LOS ALAMOS, NEW MEXICO

w

The strongest fibers in the book
spring from the author's experiences
during more than 30 years of service
on the staff of the Geological Survey
of Great Britain in which he developed a varied and extended acquaintance with many practical applications of geology such as water supply, building materials, and civil and
structural engineering. Much of the
virtue of these chapters arises from
the citation of actual examwles and
occurrences pertinent to the subject
matter.
The first third of the book is devoted to an introduction on material,
scope, and concepts of geology. It
is necessarily so brief that the book
might be better without it, especially
since the remaining two-thirds is not
heavily dependent upon this introductory material. Fortunately, the
author has an informal, easy style
which produces the effect of a person-to-person conversation, and some
statements are as good as any t o be
found in the geological literature, as
for example the paragraph comparing topographical and geological
maps (p. 80). However, the treatment of subjects is spotty and uneven. This book is clearly something
Mr. Edmunds has had in mind f o r a
long time, and as a consequence some
of the material and some of the illustrations are not of the most recent
vintage.
For non-professionals

The professional, either geologist
or engineer, will probably not find
this volume a must for his book
shelf, but the person unversed in
earth science will find parts of the
last eight chapters both good and
easy reading.
ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE
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Kerite is designed to withstand these conAlexander the Great's physical endurance
ditions-for years. Incredible as it may seem,
was legendary, well-nigh superhuman. ToughKerite Cable, in perfect operating condition
ness and resistance were vital in Alexander's
after 30, 40, 50 and more years service in
time . . . and they are today, too-in the
rugged applications throughout the world
cables that serve as the nerve system of
is the rule rather than the exception.
transportation, power and industry.
Nothing, of course, lasts forever
but
Moisture, heat, cold, deteriorating eleKerite lasts indefinitely. I t represents one
ments, time itself-all combine t o make
of the wisest investments in service that
inroads on cable installed underground, uncan be made.
der water, or exposed to the air.
The value and service life of a product can be no greater than the integrity and craftsmanship of its maker.

...

KERITE CABLE

THE KERITE COMPANY-30 Church St., New York 7, N.Y.
also at 122 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago; 582 Market St., San Francisco;
3901 San Fernando Rd., Glendale 4, Calif.; 31 St. James Ave., Boston
JANUARY, 1957
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lead to some Interestin
speculations a

HE MASTER PROBLEM in the field of stellar evolution is to describe, explain, and understand the life
histories of the stars, from the time they were created
and began to shine, until the time they exhaust their fuel
supply and become dark clinkers on the stellar ash heap.
It was not so many years ago that the topic of stellar
evolution was considered to be nothing but speculationa fit subject of conversation on those dark and stormy
nights when observational astronomers have leisure. But
today, stellar evolution is a rapidly developing field of
astronomical research, touchingalmost every branch of
astrophysics. The genesis of this change occurred in
1938 when the physicist Hans Bethe found that the
source of stellar energy is atomic. Reasoning from general principles of nuclear physics, Bethe outlined the
now famous sel of calalytic nuclear reactions called the
carbon cycle, which operates in the stars and which converts four hydrogen atoms into one helium nucleus with
a subsequent release of energy. This discovery opened
the door to detailed studies, both by the theoretical astrophysicists and the observational astronomers, of the way
in which the structures of the stars change as they age.
The problem of tracing the life history of a single
star like the sun is most difficult because the time scale
for stellar evolution is enormous. Put in familiar terms,
the astronomical problem is similar to the dilemma of a
" T h e Birth and Death o f a Star" was adapted from a talk given
before the trustees and staff members o f the Camegie Institution
of Washington in Washington, D.C., on Derembel 13, 7956.

JANUARY, 1957

biologist if he were required to describe the aging process in human beings by observing the human scene for
half a minute. We shall later see that the life-span of
the sun is about 12 billion years. Because the human
span is short, any particular astronomer can observe
the sun for less than one part in a hundred million of
the total solar lifetime.
Now, obviously, the biologist cannot direct his attention
to a single individual and expect to find evidence of
aging in 30 seconds. He must rather devise some indirect
method to solve his problem, such as surveying a large
sample of the human population and noting age parameters among this sample. Variations in the size of individuals could be one difference which depends upon
age. The degree of wrinkling of the face or the baldness
of the human head would be others. A careful study of
such differences would permit our biologist to construct
a reasonable picture of human development. This snapihot method of solution is the only one available to the
astronomer, and by its use a theory of stellar development has emerged.
Inspection of the stars in our immediate neighborhood
gives evidence of a large diversity of age. Unmistakable
signs of extreme youth are found side by side with extreme old age. The oldest stars date to nearly the beginning of the universe. while the youngest are less than a
million years old. Astronomers determine stellar ages
the same way that a heat engineer finds [he burning time
of a coal furnace. when he knows the amount of coal

Messier 16, a region in /he
Milky W a y Galaxy. is one
o f the ninny places whcir
stars are heina, b o r n today.
The brisht areas art large
cloud-, o f gas and a(list IIliin~inated b y nearby

contained within his furnace and knows the rate at which
his fuel is being consumed.
As we have seen, the source of stellar energy is atomic,
obtained from the conversion of hydrogen into helium.
We know from nuclear physics how much energy is released per nuclear conversion. We also know how many
hydrogen atoms are available in a given star (that is
to say, we know the star's mass). We therefore know
the total potential energy content of the stars. For any
particular star, observational astronomy gives the rate
at which this available energy is being used up and radiated into space. Ipso facto, the age of that star is determined.
Direct measurements of stellar distances and light intensities show that some stars are spendthrift of their
fuel supply. They release into space over one-millionth
of their energy store every year. At this rate, their entire available energy supply will be exhausted in a million years and they will die of fuel starvation. Because

such stars are visible in our skies today we know they
must have been created less than a million years ago.
A million years is an extremely short time in terms
of the total age of the universe. It is about equal to the
time that has elapsed since some rudimentary form of
man first emerged upon earth. We therefore have good
evidence for the creation of stars within very recent
geological times. It is indirect evidence to be sure, because a star has never actually been seen in the process
of creation, but something almost as convincing is observed.
It is a remarkable fact that these very young and
highly luminous stars are found in and only in regions
of our galaxy containing large amounts of free cosmic
gas and dust. This strongly suggests that the birthplace
of new stars is in the dust clouds between the older stars,
and that this dust is the material out of which stars condense.
These observations are so suggestive that astronomers
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now believe (perhaps somewhat optimistically) that they
know what physical, processes must take place in the
creation of new stars. Presumably, when the density of
a cloud of gas and dust becomes large enough, a sizable
segment of the cloud becomes gravitationally unstable
and begins to collapse under its own weight. The packing
of matter into a smaller and smaller space due to slow
collapse releases energy from the gravitational field and
the gas and dust becomes hot. And as this pre-star condenses more and more, the central temperature within
the globule goes higher and higher until, at the stage
where the volume has shrunk a billion, billion times,
the teriperatuie and density axe large erwugh for cvllisionb between the hydiogen atoms to begin. These collisions lead to nuclear reactions of the same type as in
a hydrogen bomb. At this stage an explosion does not
occur, howevci, because a ncv~ &tar has the unfailing
ability to adjust itself to release this energy gradually,
contrary to the conditions inside a bomb. When nuclear
reactions begin, the contraction of our protostar stops
and a stable star is born.

Stable stars

A stable star is one of nature's most magnificent inventions. The large amount of matter within a star is in
equilibrium at every point; that is to say, it neither
collapses nor expands. This means that a star arranges
itself so that the forces acting on every small element of
volume in the interior just balance. These forces are
the gravitational force tending to pull the material toward the center, and the pressure of the gas tending to
push the material outward. From the laws of physics we
know that the pressure of the gas is determined by the
temperature, and the gravitational pull by the total mass.
The higher the mass of the star, the higher the central
temperature must be to overcome the increased gravitational force.
But this is not the whole story, because the rate of
nuclear reactions also depends critically on temperature.
At high temperatures the hydrogen atoms are speeding
about at breakneck speeds and collisions are frequent.
High temperature therefore means high energy production and a very luminous star is the result. From similar arguments it can be shown that the final radius
of our stable star depends upon the distribution of pressure, which is also given once the mass is known. Hence
all the conditions of a stable star-i.e., its radius, its
luminosity, and, as a direct consequence, its surface temperature-are determined by the total mass.
This means that there is a unique relation between
surface temperature and the luminosity of the stars, and
these are quantities which can be found directly by observation. The astronomer summarizes this information
in the so-called color magnitude diagram (right). where
the observed data are plotted for all stars. New stars
which are just at the beginning of their evolutionary life
lie on a line in this diagram which is called the main sequence.
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It is now of interest to follow the history of a star as
time goes on. By fairly easy calculation it can be s
from the theory of stable gas masses that the internal
conditions of an aging star must change with time hecause of the presence of the waste products of the nuclear burning-namely
the created helium atoms. These
helium atoms are the ashes of the nuclear flame and remain deep in the stellar interior, close to their place
of formation.
At first glance it would seem that helium atoms replacing the original hydrogen would iiot make much
difference to the balance of forces within the star but
this is not correct. Atom for atom, helium weighs foia
times as much as hydrogen and this weight difference
per particle means that, for the same iemperature, there
is a difference in pressure of hydrogen and helium gas.
Detailed consideration of h e relevant physical processes shows that the star compensates for the change
in its internal chemical composition by increasing in
radius and luminosity. I t must brighten and expand to
remain stable as the helium content increases.
change occurs quite gradually until 12 percent o
original hydrogen supply has been transferred into helium. During this period of gradual change, the star
remains close to the main sequence. The sun is now in
this stage of its evolution, because it has converted only
6 percent of its available hydrogen supply into helium.
Theory tells us that when 12 percent of the fuel
has been exhausted, the star can no longer compensate for its increased helium content by small changes,
but must drastically increase in radius and move rapidly

Color-magnitude diagram for stars i n the individual
clusters named above. T h e horizontal scale (B-V) i s a
measure of color or surface temperature. Blue stars are
to the left, red stars t o the right. T h e vertical scale is
a logarithmic measure of the energy output.

from the main sequence. At this point the star is near the
end of its life. because it swiftly increases in luminosity,
consumes its 'remaining fuel at a tremendous rate, and
finally sinks into obscurity and death as its fuel is depleted.
These predictions from the theory of stellar structure
are not idle speculation. First, they follow from very
basic principles of physics, and second, they are observed t o occur in clusters of stars. We cannot, of course,
follow the evolution of a single star for reasons of time
scale already explained. However, individual stars in a
group are all the same age but have an initial range of
mass. They evolve at different rates because the rate of
hydrogen consumption increases rapidly with the mass.
Hence, in a cluster, we find stars at all different stages
in their evolutionary history. We follow the evolution by
the snapshot method.
The observational data are shown in the diagram below. The data for a number of different clusters are
superimposad on the same diagram. Some stars in this
diagram are still near the main sequence, while others
have reached the 12 percent limit and have increased
rapidly in radius and moved to the right.
From the data in these diagrams we date the stars in
the various clusters by the coal furnace method already
described. In particular, we can determine the age of the
oldest cluster, M 67. to be about 5 billion years. Notice

LOG
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Tempeiuture (Te)-luminosity (L) diagram showing the
position of 'stars i n certain cluster!, that were shown i n
the diagram o n page 19. T h e main sequence is the
straight line rvnning from the upper left to lower right.
New, unevolvcd 'stars lie o n this sequence; evolved stars
lie to the right. T h e radii of the stars in different parts
of the d i q r a r n are &own b y dotted lines. The unit R Q
is the present radius of the sun; L
o is the luminosity
of the present sun.
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SURFACE T E M P E R A T U R E

T m p e i a t z ~ r e - I u n ~ i ~ z o sdiagram
ity
'showing the etolutionary track of the sun. The radius o f the sun, i n terms of
its present value, is shoun alone, the track.

the position of the sun. It has moved slightly from the
sequence because it has already consumed part of its
fuel and is contaminated with helium. It is still below
the 12 percent limit and is comfortably close to the main
sequence. The sun has lived perhaps half of its total
life span. It is now approaching middle age.
If the theory outlined above is correct, and observation
confirms i t at every poirLt,we can predict the evolutionary
track of the sun for future time and, i n particular, determine the effect of such evolution on the conditions of the
earth.
There is good reason to believe that the sun's evolutionary track in the color magnitude diagram should be
quite similar to the tracks in M 67. From this similarity
transformation we construct the predicted track of the
sun, which is shown above.
I11 another 6 billion years the sun will have reached
the 12 percent limit and will then begin to expand
rapidly in radius, moving to the right in the color magnitude diagram. At its maximum size the aging sun will
grow to 30 times its present radius, and will appear i n the
sky as a dull red globe 15 degrees in diameter, instead
of its present Vy degree. In this stage, our sun is burning
its fuel at a tremendous rate and will soon after exhaust
its hydrogen supply. Now begins the slow decline in
brightness along the nearly horizontal track shown in
the diagram, until finally the sun must die and most
likely will become a white dwarf.
During this interval, conditions 011 the earth will not
remain as they are today but the temperature a t the
surface must go up. Our state of knowledge of stellar
evolution is now advanced to a point where fairly definite predictions of these temperature changes can be
made. The diagram at the top of page 2 1 shows the
calculated values of the radiation temperatur~ of the
earth plotted against the radius of the sun. There will
be a catastrophe to most forms of life when the sun
reaches four times its present radius. At this point the
earth's temperature will be about 70 degrees centigrade.
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SUN'S RADIUS

R/0

How the radiation t e m p e r o t ~ ~ rof
e the earth will change
when the sun alters its radius. Temperature is o n the
absolute or Kelvin scale, where zero corresponds to
minus 273 degrees centigrade.
As the sun continues to expand it will brighten and will
drive the temperature first above the boiling point of
water and then to the melting point of lead, until finally,
at the sun's greatest brightness, the earth's temperature
reaches more than 800 degrees centigrade. Life will have
ceased, the oceans will have boiled away, and conditions
will be miserable.
Under these conditions it would be interesting to compute what the atmosphere of the earth would be like.
For one thing the oxygen-carbon equilibrium, which is
now in operation due to plant life, will probably be destroyed. For another, the water originally in the oceans
will exist as dense clouds high about the earth's surface. These clouds will reflect a large fraction of the
sun's rays and the temperatures may be somewhat lower
than those shown in the diagram, but not much lower.
From the high of 800 degrees centigrade, the temperature of the earth will decrease as the sun declines in
brightness. It will eventually cool until the oceans rain
down over the scorched land. This will be a brief
period followed by continued cooling until the oceans
freeze. And as the sun becomes dimmer and dimmer,
the coldness on the earth will be profound.
It is of great interest to compute the time scale of
these future temperature changes. The diagram at the
right shows the variation of the earth's temperature with
time. The present age
- of the sun is taken to be 6 billion
years. We see that the rise in the temperature of our
planet has been gradual over the past 6 billion yearsarnountingto less than 20 degrees centigrade. The rise
will continue in a gradual way for 6 billion years more
and then the catastrophic rise begins which dooms
civilization to the final heat death. The end comes rapidly
when the temperature goes up 500 degrees in only 500
million years.
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In the 6 billion years remaining it is conceivable that
biological evolution by adaptive processes can change
the human species sufficiently rapidly to compensate for
the remaining gradual temperature rise of the earth.
Presumably a biologist could in principle predict the
course which evolution of the human species must take
to meet the changing conditions.
The picture which has just been painted may be one
of great terror to sensitive people. From these facts of
astrophysics it appears quite likely that human life is
doomed by natural processes, if not by man's folly. It
is as if the Lord were playing a mad game with things
of his creation. After 12 billion years of trial and error,
chance mutations and evolution of living matter, the Lord
tires of this play and puts his toys away with fire.
But let us not despair of our plight. Our sun is only
one among millions in our galaxy and our galaxy is
but one among millions in the universe. Most astronomers now believe that solar systems like our own are
common. If this view holds, then there may be other
places much like our own where life exists.
We on this planet are lucky. The rate of aging of our
sun is slow. We have another 6 billion years to live.
Many stars more massive than the sun exist and here
the rate of aging is more rapid. Planets circling these
stars go through the same temperature cycles as ours but
at a more rapid rate. It follows that there may be people
in the universe this very day facing the dilemma of the
heat death. God made the sun of such a mass that we yet
have time ahead. A 10 percent increase of the original
solar mass would put us today at the end of life. I s it
chance, or does it have some purpose that our sun was
not so massive?
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How the radiation temperature of the earth will change
as time goes on. Average change of temperature per unit
time is shown here.
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A natural arch, discovered in White Mesa, in the north central part of
Arizona. From the canyon floor it looks like a small hole through the
rock; close u p it's a different Story. The boy in the picture is standing
100 feet this side of the arch.
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illiam C. Miller, photographer for the Mount Wilson a n
servatories, leads a double life. Here's a look at the other one.

ILLIAM C. MILLER, ofi c i a l photographer for
the Mount Wilson and Palomar
Observatories, has been a summer explorer for most of his
adult life. I n recent years he
has concentrated on the JNavaho
country of northern Arizona.
Much of this country is inaccessible except by jeep, and
some p a r t s have apparently
never been explored before. In
fact, Miller and his companions turned up so many new
prehistoric ruins that, in 1952,
their annual expeditions began
to be made in conjunction with
the Museum of Northern Arizona.
Now the expeditions h a v e
laken on even greater imporLance because of the recently
approved Glen Canyon Dam
project. Exploration of some
areas will now have to be completed before flood waters from
the dam cover ovcr all evidence of the past.

Wf

Fragments of pottery ariound
the base of this huge rock
indicate that people 01 F the
ancient Pueblo culture m a y
have used it as a s h Tine
seven or eight centuries ago'
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T h e cave which lies just under the brow of this pock-marked cliff proved
to be the site of some ancient cliff-dzvellings. Last occupied between 1250
and 1276 A.D., the cave is all but inaccessible now. Miller and his party
discovered it dining their 1953 survey of White Mesa.
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EARLY EVERYONE now knows something a b o ~ ~ f pickled in French branch -a therapy now ieniiriihcen! of
litamins but it was only a few years ago that we
ieally came to know very much about them. An approximate index of relative numbers of scientific investigations
and discoveries concerning vitamins is given in the graph
below. From this graph it is clear that. for some reason,
in the early 1930"s, vitamins quite suddenly became a
focus of scientific interes~.The reason for this is iemarkably simple, but, like other scientific advances. this too
was dependent oii the painstaking accumulation of seemingly unimportant and unrelated facts over a period of
many years.
Fossil bones give good evidence thai prehistoric man
suffered from rickets and scurvy-at least. Other vitamin
deficiencies that do not leave such a record are by no
means new inventions either. For example, written history of the first thousand years A.D. contains numerous
references to the administration of goat liver for the
cure of night-blindness-a
practice by Greek, Roman,
and Arab physicians that was quite sound.
In a similar category, the prevention and cure of
scurvy was well known at least by the 16th century,
and the Dutch navy practiced the art by providing
oranges, lemons and fresh vegetables on long sea voyages.
In 1665, a Dutch investigator recommended horseradish
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A n approximate index of relative niinibers of scientific
investigations and discoveries concerning vitamins.

the tonic era in this counLiv. I Lis of borne intrrest tSiat in
v i t a ~ n i n o l o ~ as
y ~ in many othei heidi?. comrnuuicdiioii
was pool and the record;; shou that %curvytheiapy wab
rediscovered by an Austrian, J. G. Hcnrici Kramer, in
1720 and again hy an Englishman James Lind, in 1757.
Subsequently, as is common knowledge, British mariners
acquired the nickname "limeys" from their use of lime
juice as a scurvy preventative.
Even today it is sometimes difficult to determine who
really discovesed what in science-but
to the best of
our knowledge, the Dutch physicians, Chiis~iaan Lijkman in 1897, and G. Grijuns in 1901, are responsible
for the beginnings of experimental nutrition with small
animals. I11 the East Indies, where they worked, beriberi
was a prevalent disease and the Japanese Navy h a d already made use of fresh vegetables as a preventative
measure.
The Dutch investigators demonstrated that a beriberilike disease was produced in birds fed a diet of polished
rice. They established, furthermore, that small amounts
of rice polishings would prevent and cure the condition,
b u ~there still remained an impostant question that was
not resolved for many years to come: Did the polishings
contain a substance that destroyed a beriberi-producing
agent or did they contain a substance that is required for
normal body functions?
Perhaps this was, or should have been, the seed from
which the idea of antibiotics grew, but the nutritional
explanation was soon proven and the other went into
obscurity. In 1907, the small animal experimental approach moved ahead with an atlenlpt by Axel Hoist and
Theodor Frolich to produce beriberi in guinea pigs. A
deficiency was indeed produced but it turned out to be
cured by lemon juice instead of rice polishings, and thus
scurvy as well as beriberi became subject to the experimental approach.
Shortly thereafter. in reviewing nutritional problems,
in 1912 Casimir Funk proposed the name vitamine (from
vita. meaning life, and amine, which is a class of chemical substances) f o r nutritionally necessary materials
needed in small amounts, but not for energy o r structure
building. The e was dropped in later years when many
of the vitamins ivere found not to belong to the class of
compounds called amines.
During the ensuing two decades, ihe vitamins were
given increased attention with such developments as:
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purified diets for animals by Sir Frederick Hopkins in
1912; the distinction between "fat soluble vitamin A"
and "water soluble vitamin B" by Elmer V. McCollum
in 1915; and the production of experimental rickets in
rats by May Mellamby in 1918. During this period
also there occurred some confusion between vitamin
needs and "trace element" requirements (such as iron,
copper, cobalt and iodine) but gradually it developed
that all are important.
And then too, little by little, the evidence accumulated
that the vitamin picture was more complex than it seemed
at first. "Fat soluble A" clearly contained more than one
active substance and even "water soluble B" was suspeeled of being multiple in nature. This is how things
stood in the late 1920's. There was progress in vitamin
nutrition but it was slow. Animal assays to detect vitamins in general took from weeks to months to perform,
and progress toward the isolation of vitamins as pure
chemical substances was limited by the biological
methods. But then the explosion occurred, and to see
what set it off it is necessary to go back again to some
other matters in history.
For micro-organisms, we usually go back in history to
Louis Pasteur, and indeed that is where this part of the
story began. Following his demonstration of the origin
of microbes from other microbes, in 1871 Pasteur described a procedure for cultivating yeast in a medium
containing only purified chemical substances. He reported if such a medium was inoculated with a pinhead
{t&e d' Gpingle) of yeast, the organism would multiply
and flourish.
This experiment led to a heated controversy when
Justus Liebig, a prominent biochemist of that time, tried
to repeat it and failed. I t seems incredible now but the
argument was not resolved satisfactorily until 30 years
later, in 1901, when Eugene Wildiers brought forth a
new principle, with experiments, to explain the discrepancy. He concluded, in effect, that Pasteur's pinhead was
larger than Liebig's, and that the larger inoculum (containing probably several million yeast cells) carried
along with it traces of a material that was required for
continued growth even in the presence of sugar and
minerals. This material, which he called "bios," became
the subject of investigation by a number of scientists.
Still, a link to vitamins was missing, and there was
little reason to think that the lowly yeast might need in
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its diet the same kinds of substances as animals. Such a
link came in 1919, however, when Roger J. Williams
demonstrated that the pure anti-beriberi factor (vitamin
Bi) was required for the growth of a strain of yeast. But
relatively few scientists got excited over this observation.
Its significance was not immediately obvious, since it
depended on the idea that, if animal vitamins were
growth factors for micro-organisms, then perhaps compounds required by micro-organisms would be vitamins
for animals.
This idea alone is not sufficient to explain the great
outburst of activity in vitamin research that occurred
shortly after 1930. There is an additional simple fact of
great importance. The rate of growth of micro-organisms
can be determined in hours, whereas weeks are usually
needed for an equivalent determination using experimental animals. Now, in order to isolate a vitamin in a
pure form, it is necessary to try innumerable procedures
for purification, and equally necessary to evaluate each
step on a quantitative basis by means of a biological
assay. The rate of progress on such a problem, though
not directly proportional to the speed of bio-assays is
certainly strongly dependent on them.
In retrospect, the idea (that growth factors for micro-

organisms would also be vitamins for animals) was an
excellent one, and few, if any, exceptions have been
found. It is a significant fact, however, that the common
ground includes only the water soluble vitamins. Requirements for the fat soluble group are peculiar to animals,
even though micro-organisms produce some of them. In
the great
vitamin outburst of 1931 to 1945, animal
assays and biological determinations using yeast and
bacteria went hand in hand, but there can be little doubt
that much of the explosion of activity and discovery was
due to the use of micro-organisms.
By 1930. a good many people had the idea that microbial growth factors might be vitamins and a feverish
competitive period began. Basic science temporarily ran
away with itself in competition with industrial research
and development. There appeared to be economic gain
in vitamins, and indeed, the business adds up to several
hundred million dollars a year today.
Along with the vitamins, the science of microbiology
grew by leaps and bounds as investigators made use of
all sorts of yeasts, bacteria, and molds in an effort to
find new growth
factors. Once found, the substances had
to be isolated as pure chemicals, and a new methodology
for isolations grew also. This isolation was no mean
task, since raw materials usually contain vitamins in
amounts in the order of one part per million. The easiest
way to illustrate this phase-the isolation-is from personal experience.
Vitamins and microbiology
Following the observation that vitamin Bi (thiamine)
was required for yeast, Roger Williams proceeded to
examine tissue extract for other yeast growth substances.
and, in 1933, published a paper describing some of the
properties of a new substance which he called pantothenic
acid. In 1937 I had the good fortune to join the WilHams group in the later stages of the work on isolation
and synthesis of this vitamin. Following its completion.
I began at the beginning for the first time, with a liver
extract that seemed to contain a new growth factor for a
strain of lactic acid bacteria. This is a nerve-racking
stage for the tyro, since it is necessary to test repeatedly
all the possible known compounds in order to be sure the
growth factor is new. Insomnia is not unknown under
such circumstances.
We started with liver-a few pounds at a time-and
applied all sorts of extraction, adsorption and precipitating procedures, in an effort to separate the growth factor
from the million parts of impurity it contained. Each
possible procedure was evaluated by bio-assays with the
bacteria. There is some logical science in it, but not
as much as one would hope for. Pig liver was a satisfactory source of the factor; and from 100 Ibs. we obtained several milligrams of highly purified materialbut it looked like a ton or more of liver would become
necessary. The war years were on the way then, and for
some reason I don't understand, the pig liver supply
failed.

I put down the phone after learning this and looked out
of the window into the middle distance where a gardener
was piling grass cuttings into a heap. By the next morning we knew that grass was a good source of the growth
factor, and by the end of the week we knew that a major
spinachcrop of that area (Austin, Texas)-namely
was an excellent source, and at least as good as pig liver.
There were some odd things about spinach, however.
If picked in the early morning, the growth factor was
far higher than in the afternoon, and, at any time of
day, a treatment with chloroform approximately doubled
ihe activity. Following these salient observations, I spent
a good many hours at dawn, gatheringsspinach in a tarpaulin, with a bottle of chloroform in hand to provide
for a maximum yield. The farmer, whose spinach field
had been rented, didn't understand these details-nor did
I at the time. But they all have a reasonable explanation
now.
Some eighteen months, about 10,000 bio-assays, and
four tons of spinach later, we obtained a few milligrams
of crystalline growth factor. This was approximately
200.000 times as pure as the initial extract of spinach,
and in order to obtain a gram or so (about 1/9 teaspoon)
for work on chemical structure, it was estimated that
about ten times as much spinach would be needed. Accordingly, about 30 more tons (two carloads), were processed with the assistance and equipment made available
by one of the drug houses.
Soon after it was established that the lactic acid
bacteria growth factor was a new compound, it acquired
a name based on its abundance in spinach. The suggestion, folic acid (from folium=l.eaf) by Williams
seemed suitable, and this name has been retained by
common usage.

A crowded field
As in all cases during this period of great activity in
the isolation of growth factors, we were not alone i n the
field for long, and probably we were not the first to
recognize the existence of folic acid. A group of investigators working on substances that would prevent and
cure certain types of anemia in monkeys were dealing
principally with folic acid in a concentrate they called
vitamin M. As subsequently established, folic acid is
indeed a vitamin for animals, being effective in man for
the cure of certain kinds of anemias.
I expect that this yarn about the isolation of folic acid
is more or less typical of many others that could be told
of vitamin work during this period of time, although
each must have had its own peculiarities. The field became commercialized very rapidly, to the point where
industrial research teams took it over almost entirely.
By 1945, the rate of discovery of new growth factors
had dropped to a low level, although the search is still
in progress. Vitamin Biz is relatively recent, and only
six months ago one of the industrial laboratories announced the isolation of a new growth substance (biopterin) for a species of protozoa. For other reasons, the
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same substance was isolated and synthesized here at Caltech last year by Hugh S. Forrest, a senior research fellow. Vitamin activity for higher animals remains to be
established.
A further point of some interest, already touched on,
concerns the quantity of vitamins in tissues. The folic
acid case is somewhat representative, and tons of raw
materials were needed for isolation of a small amount.
Vitamin Big usually occurs in an even lower concentration, while at the other extreme, only a few pounds of
raw material is needed for vitamin C isolation.
At the present time, both vitamin Big and riboflavin
are produced commercially as a byproduct of mold fermentation. Biz comes from a fungus that also produces
the antibiotic, streptomycin, whereas the riboflavin is
produced in such fantastic quantities by a cotton parasite that it crystallizes out in the vacuoles within the
mold and sometimes in the culture medium.
However, in general, there is rough parallelism between concentration in tissues and nutritional requirements. One pound of the least abundant vitamin (Big)
is sufficient to provide one day's requirement for about
one third of the population of the United States.
A remarkable result of the great upsurge of vitaminology is that now, in this country, we have the best fed
chickens and pigs in the world. There is still much to
be done with people. One would think that the economic
value of productivity by people would be almost as
obvious as that of domestic animals, but it is more subtle,
of course. In any case, chickens and pigs are the animals
of economic value that were used extensively for evaluating new vitamin discoveries, and in terms of eggs and
meat, vitamin supplements pay good dividends.

and evaluated in an excellent popular book, Vitamins,
What They Are and How They Can Benefit You, written
in 1941 by Henry Borsook, Caltech professor of biochemistry. The value of dietary vitamin supplements
for people who live in good economic circumstances was
considered in terms of the difference between just existing and existing with the zest of well being. We are appreciably better off now than we were in 1941, but there

VITAMINS
W h a t they are-and
FAT SOLUBLE
VITAMINS
Vitamin A
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DEFICIENCY DISEASE
IN MAN

SPECIFIC METABOLIC
FUNCTION

Night blindness
Xerophthalmia
(degeneration of
eye parts)
Skin Keratinization

Vitamin

D

Rickets
(malformation of
bones and teeth)
Osteomalacia
(decalcification
of bones)

Vitamin

E

Vitamin K

Indications of
involvement in
oxidation.
Hemorrhage

WATER SOLUBLE
VITAMINS
Vitamin C
(ascorbic acidl

Scurvy
(multiple abnormalities
in tissues and bones)

Thiamine
(Vitamin B2l

Beriberi
fpolyneuritis, mental
and physical depression, etc.)

Removal of carbon
dioxide from and
oxidation of keto
acids.

Riboflavin
(Vitamin Bil

Mouth sores, vision
impairment, dermatitis,
etc.

Biochemical
oxidations

Niacin
(Nicotinic acidl

Pellagra
(dermatitis, inflamai o n , psychic changes,
etc.)

Removal of hydrogen atoms from a
variety of biochemical compounds.

Pyridoxine
(Vitamin BoI

Mental depression,
blood disturbances,
etc.

Utilization of amino
acids. Nitrogen
metabolism.

The human side
The human population is somewhat better off too.
Through the efforts of some government agencies and
private organizations, such as the Nutrition Foundation
(industrial support) and the Williams-Waterman Fund
(from vitamin Bi patent royalties) there is now a widespread practice of restoration of vitamins removed during the processing of food for human consumption. This
has helped, as has the prescription of vitamins by medical practitioners. Nevertheless, there is little doubt but
that additional vitamin supplements would benefit some
three quarters of the population of this country, and
almost all of the population in many parts of the world.
A summary of some basic information on human vitamin requirements is given in the table at the right. It is
well established that all of these substances are essential
for human existence, but good diets supply maintenance
quantities of most of them, and clear-cut deficiencies in
man are not even known for all of them.
Herein lies a subtlety that is most difficult to evaluate
for humans, but which has been well documented for
chickens and pigs. This has to do with the fact that there
is a considerable difference between maintenance and
maximum productivity. This question was properly raised

what they do

Pantothenic
acid

Choline

Metabolism of
organic acids and
fats. Transfer
reactions.
Liver disease

Inositol
Biotin

Dermatitis, muscle
pains, etc.
(Produced in man by
feeding raw egg
white.)

Folic acid and
citrovorum factor
(Folinic acid)

Anemia, diarrhea,
etc.

Vitamin Bit

Pernicious anemia

Utilization of onecarbon compounds.
Synthesis of nucleic
acids.
(Exact cofactor not
known)

is still room f o r improvement. In this country it is within
the reach of each of us.
The total number of publications per year on vitamins
is not: at an all-time high, and even on a percentage
basis there i s a decided upswing. Although part of this
is due lo increased interest in nutrition as such. the
principal reason is derived from recognition of the importance of finding out just exactly how the vitamins
function. The need for understanding function is not
nearly as obvious as that for obtaining vitamins in order
to cure clear-cut dietary deficiencies. It rests on the fact
that vitamins are absolutely essential in all living organisms. whether healthy or not, in order to build or
replace tissue, and in order to burn food to obtain
energy.
Diseases of all kinds influence the balance of the very
complex pattern of chemical reactions that produce tissue
or energy, and in order to combat such adverse influences
in an understanding way, it is necessary to know what
chemical reactions occur and what determines their rates.
The vitamins are key substances in this picture in that
they are rate-controlling materials.
We have made only a beginning in understanding
exactly how the vitamins function, but it is a fair generalization at present that they go to make up part of the
biological catalysts, the enzymes. An example of how thib
comes about is diagrammed below. The vitamin, i n
this example, is pantothenic acid and it has the arrangement of atoms shown. This substance cannot be made
by the tissue and it must be provided in the diet in order
to combine, first with other substances to produce the
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/
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0: ?-OH

o

0:;-OH
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co-enzyme, and then with a certain kind of protein to
give the enzyme. As indicated in the diagram, the enzyme
is very much larger than the co-enzyme, but the most
specific functional part of the enzyme is the -SH group
of the co-enzyme. This actually was not even part of
the vitamin, nor was it directly a dietary essential. Nevertheless. for its function, the enzyme requires all of the
parts put together in this particular structure.
The body contains hundreds of specific enzymes a n d a
great many of these carry vitamin co-enzymes. It is their
function to speed up biochemical reactionb, and the utilization of all foods requires enzyme action. some beginning the instant food enters the mouth. In the example
given here, a combination of a variety of organic acids
with the -SH group of the enzyme permits rapid chemical reactions such as those needed for the formation and
combustion of fats.
The water soluble vitamins particularly are known for
their co-enzyme functions and these have to be supplied
daily. A considerable excess intake is harmless, and of
no real value except in some pathological conditions. The
specific functions of the fat soluble vitamins, in general,
are not known. These can be stored in body tissue and
some may have toxic effects when taken in great excess.
A reasonable daily intake is probably the best procedure
here too. In the immediate future much remains to be
done to establish further the specific kinds of biochemical
mechanisms in which the vitamins participate. Then loo
we need to know what contribution each potential mechanism makes to maintenance of and to well-being in
ihe living organism.

THE VITAMIN
(pantothenic acid)

-

THE

COENZYME\

1 ENZYME

An example of how vitamins go to make u p part of the biological catalysts, the enzymes. Pantothenic acid cannot be
made b y the tissue; so it must be provided i n the diet i n order to combine, first with other substances to produce the
co-enzyme, and then with a particular protein to give the enzyme.
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Great Britain's H. M.T. S. Monarch, world's largest cable-laying ship. A. T. &T. joined with the
British Post Office and Canadian Overseas Telecommunications Corporation in the historic venture.

Background of

the first transatlantic
telephone cables

Teamwork characterized the Bell System's role in the
success of a tremendous undertaking:
- laying
. - the f i ~ s t
transatlantic telephone cables.
One challenge given engineers and scientists at Bell
Telephone Laboratories was that of designing equalizing
networks and amplifiers to be placed in the cables every
40 miles to compensate for the huge attenuation losses.
Electron t~:bes of unrivaled endurance were developed,
capable of operating for up to twenty years.
Western Electric, manufacturing and supply unit of
the Bell System, assembled the repeaters in a special
plant under clinical conditions. A mere speck of dust
could fatally upset the sensitive amplifiers.
The delicate and demanding job of laying the cables
was supervised by engineers from Long Lines Department of A. T. & T. New cable-laying equipment was
designed, and exacting procedures were devised so that
the cable could be laid smoothly and safely on an ocean
floor in places more than two miles deep.

Each room in Western Electric's clinically clean
repeater plant was kept under positive air pressure
at all times so that dust-laden air could not leak in.

Teamwork helps Bell System engineers and scientists
to anticipate and provide for America's growing communications needs, no matter what the magnitude of the
job to be done.
Able, imaginative young engineers and scientists will
find absorbing careers with the Bell Telephone Companies. Bell Telephone Laboratories, Western Electric
and Sandia Corporation. Your placement officer can
give you more information about career opportunities
in the Bell System.
Bell Telephone System
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This special periscope gives Pratt & Whitney Aircraft engineer a close-up view of combustion process actually taking place within the afterburner of an advanced jet engine on test. What the engineer observes is simultaneously recorded by a high-speed motion picture camera.

at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
in the field of Combustion^
Historically, the process of combustion has excited man's insatiable
hunger for knowledge. Since his
most primitive attempts to make
use of this phenomenon, he has
found tremendous fascination in its
potentials.
Perhaps a t no time in history has
that fascination been greater than
it is today with respect to the use
of combustion principles in the
modern aircraft engine.
At Pratt & Whitney Aircraft,
theorems of many sciences are being
applied to the design and development of high heat release rate devices. I n spite of the apparent simplicity of a combustion system, the

Mounting an afterburner i n a special high-altitude test
chamber i n P&WAVsWillgoos Turbine Laboratory permits
study of a variety of combustion problems which
may be encountered during later development stages.

bringing together of fuel and air in
proper proportions, the ignition of
the mixture, and the rapid mixing
of burned and unburned gases involves a most complex series of
interrelated events - events ocurring simultaneously in time and
space.
Although the combustion engineer draws on many fields of science
(including thermodynamics, aerodynamics, fluid mechanics, heat
transfer, applied mechanics, metallurgy and chemistry), the design of
combustion systems has not yet
been reduced to really scientific
principles. Therefore, the highly
successful performance of engines

Microflash photo illustrates one continuing
problem: design and development of fuel
injection systems which properly atomize
and distribute under a l l flight conditions.

0

0

0

0

0

0

like the J-57, J-75 and others stands
a s a tribute to the vision, imagination and pioneering efforts of those
a t Pratt & Whitney Aircraft engaged in combustion work.
While combustion assignments,
themselves, involve a diversity of
engineering talent, the field is only
one of a broadly diversified engineering program a t Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft. That program-with other
far-reaching activities in the fields
of instrumentation, materials problems, mechanical design and aerodynamics - spells out a gratifying
future for many of today's engineering students.

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft engineer manipulates probe i n
exit of two-dimensional research diffuser. Diffuser
design f o r advanced power plants is one Of many
air flow problems that exist i n combustion work.

W a t c h for campus availability o f P & W A color strip film on combustion.

World's foremost designer and builder of aircraft engines

P R A T T & WHITNEY A I R C R A F T
D i v i s i o n
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THE UNIQUEN
Man's evolutionary future-biologicaity

an

Even more important, it lies within man's own power to etermine ifs direction.

by GEORGE W. BEADLE

LTHOUCH MAN'S widening horizons of understanding have made it increasingly clear that his own
importance as measured in terms of cosmic space and
time is vanishingly small, it is still true that on the planet
Earth his attainments and influence have been matched
by no other species. Among the many other respects in
which he is unique, he alone is able to investigate his
evolutionary past and to speculate intelligently about
those aspects of it that he cannot directly explore.
The quest for his own origins has led man to the concept of organic evolution-a concept that is surely one
of his greatest intellectual achievements. It is a concept
that challenges him to push further and further backward, in his search' for understanding, to the very beginning of life on earth-and
beyond that to the pre-life
evolution that must have been before. Short of the origin
of the universe, there is no point in the process beyond
which his urge to explore no longer extends.
There is as yet no general agreement among cosmologists as to how, exactly, the universe is built, or how it
began. Some would believe that it began some five to
seven billion years ago as a giant explosion of enor.
present expandmously dense "primeval n ~ c l e u s " ~ The
ing universe is then believed to be a continuation of that
explosion. Others prefer to believe that matter is being,
and always has been, created continuously, and that the
universe is in a steady state of expansion, without beginning and without end2.

Observational evidence is being accunlulated by astrophysicists that may before too long answer such questions. Whatever the answers may prove to be, there is
increasing reason to believe that the elements have
evolved and are now evolving in orderly ways, beginning
with hydrogen. The detailed mechanisms by which they
thus arise are becoming more and more clearly understood as nuclear physicists and astrophysicists continue
their collaborative investigations3.
At the time the crust of the earth became solid, presumably some 4 to 5 billion years ago, conditions favored
the accumulation of molecules, and these in turn went
through an evolutionary sequence as the environment
changed. In the early phases of the molecular stage
of evolution only simple molecules were formed. At
one period there were probably present in abundance
such gases as hydrogen, ammonia, methane and waterwith perhaps little or no free oxygen4. Later more complex molecules were formed-like amino acids and perhaps simple peptides5.
In the more advanced phases of this period it is believed that there appeared a molecule with two entirely
new properties: the ability systematically to direct the
formation of copies of itself from an array of simpler
building blocks, and the property of acquiring new
chemical configurations without loss of ability to reproduce. These properties, self-duplication and mutation,
are characteristics of all living systems and they may

"The Uniqueness of Man" was given by Dr. Beadle as his retiring presidential address at the meeting of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science i n New York City on December 27, 1956. The talk also appears in the
January 4 issue of "Science."
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WHAT IS YOUR FUTURE IN THE EXECUTIVE LINE-UP?
Are you willing t o
take responsibility? Can you convince
your friends of what you believe? A successful
executive has all these qualities . . . and more.
Many of the successful executives of the
future are in this year's graduating class. We
hope you're one of them, and that you're
looking for a place where you can put your
ambitions and talents to work, where you can
develop qualities of executive leadership,
where you can train for a position of responsibility on a management team.
Investigate a dynamic future with Union
Carbide. I t offers diversified opportunities in
0 YOU HAVE IDEAS?

alloys, carbons, chemicals, gases, plastics, and
nuclear energy. . . for qualified engineers and
scientists, for business and liberal arts graduates who look to the future with confidence
and enthusiasm.
If you are that kind of man, see your placement director about Union Carbide, or write
Mr. Vernon 0. Davis, Co-ordinator of College
Recruiting.

UNIONCARBIDE
AWT) C A R B O N

3 0 E A S T 42ND S T R E E T

CORPORATION
N E W Y O R K 1 7 , N.

Y.

UNIONCARBIDE'S
Divisions include :
Bakelite Company
Electro Metallurgical Company
Linde Air Products Company
Union Carbide Nuclear Company
Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Company
Haynes Stellite Company
National Carbon Company
Silicones Division
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therefore be said to provide an objective basis for defining the living state.
Evidence is accumulating that the nucleic acids of
present day organisms possess these two propertiesG,and
it is perhaps no longer useless to speculate that the first
"living" molecule might have been a simple nucleic
acid, perhaps protected by an associated simple protein.
From such a virus-like system it is possible to conceive
how present-day organisms might have evolved. Although
the details were surely complicated far beyond the ability
of man in his present knowledge to comprehend, it is
possible thai no principles other than those known to
modern biology need be invoked to explain the entire
process.
Through mutation and aggregation of these first
"living"
- molecules, which might be called primitive
genes, multimolecular forms that depended for reproduction on preformed building blocks would be expected
to arise with the ability to catalyze some of the reactions
by which their building blocks were derived from simpler
molecules. In a stepwise manner, with each step consisting of a mutation conferring a selective advantage,
complete autonomy could be achieved7. The singlecelled green algae represent such an evolutionary stage,
with perhaps each cell containing tens of hundreds of
thousands of times as much replicating genetic material
as the original ancestral form did. This phase of evolution may have lasted a billion years or more.

Division of labor
The evolutionary gap between unicellular forms and
the most complex multicellular organisms may have been
much more easily and rapidly bridged than was that
between the unimolecular and unicellular systems. Presumably the early stages in the origin of multicellular
plants and animals consisted of simple colonies of like
cells. Division of labor among such cells-cellular difa logical next step.
ferentiation, biologists call it-was
In the animal line of descent, differentiation of cells
and subsequent evolution of tissue and organ systems
made possible the nervous system. It is the extraordinary
development of this system in man that sets him apart
by such a wide gap from all his contemporary species.
It underlies the remarkable development of his intellect
-his ability to carry through complex reasoning processes and his highly developed systems of communication.
The ability to acquire and communicate knowledge
has enabled man to supplement biological inheritance
with cultural inheritance. No other species has ever
developed this type of inheritance to any appreciable
extent. The reactions of individuals and groups of the
human species to various environmental situations are
obviously a result of complex interactions of the two

types of inheritances. Although cultural inheritance
may have had its first beginnings a half-million years
or more ago, it has expressed itself most spectacularly in
the last half-dozen millenia. Ancient and modern civilizations with their techniques, arts, music, literatures,
sciences, and religions are its products.
Modern technology and science have evolved within a
period of a few thousand years. They in turn have
made possible the industrialization that has in the past
few centuries developed to such a high degree in a few
nations of the world.
The recent evolution of cultures, especially in technological and industrial directions, has created for man
an entirely new set of opportunities, together with a
closely interrelated group of problems. As agriculture
provided more food, populations grew. Further technology was catalyzed. Tools evolved, first of stone and
wood, then of bronze and copper, and finally of iron and
steel. Manpower was supplemented by domestic animals
and by machines driven with the energy of burning
wood, coal, and oil. At the same time, the art and science
of medicine was responsible for spectacular increases in
life expectancies. This helped populations to grow still
more rapidly.

The demographic transition
All this is a n old and well known story. It is also
well known that with urbanization, industrialization, and
improved health practices, birth rates tend to f a l l off,
but only after a lag of several generations. This lag
is especially marked in those cultures in which, f o r one
reason or another, education and accompanying industrialization develop most slowly. This is because in
general it is easier to introduce drugs and doctors to
such cultures than it is to raise markedly their levels of
education and technology. Thus, as the demographic
transition is made in one culture after another, populations tend to increase sharply and then become stable.
For a world with half its nations industrialized and
half not, and with its natural resources very unequally
distributed, the present population of two and a half
billion is far too large. More than half of the people
of the world are underfed, poorly housed, receive little
modern medical care, and are inadequately educated.
It is small wonder that populations who see so little hope
in other directions can be so easily stirred to rebellion
and led to war by power-hungry demagogues, charlatans and other persuasive men of little wisdom.
Overcrowding of hungry people who see little hope
for a brighter future is by no means the only cause of
war, but it is surely an important one. And without the
slightest doubt, war is the most serious of civilization's
immediate problems.
Human warfare is as old as man himself. As a part
ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE
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of man's culture, it has evolved from primitive forms
of man-to-man combat through the many intermediate
stages to its present highly perfected state. During this
course wars have become progressively larger and more
devastating. With the development of nuclear weapons
we see a significant discontinuity in this evolutionary sequence. Up to this point wars were largely self-regulating in one way or another, usually through the achievement of vic~ory,hollow though it might have been, by
one party. With wars of nuclear weapons it is entirely
conceivable that there will no longer be victors. Pajiticipants and onlookers. too, may perish from blast, radiation, and staivation.

The unthinkable war
That is why a war of nuclear weapons is said to be
unthinkable-why there is now "no alternative to peace."
Logically it is so. But war never has been logical. In
the present state of armament there can be no guarantee
that a n illogical lunatic or madman in a position of
power will not pull the trigger that will set one off.
Aside from the fact that the present maintenance of
peace through mutual threat of annihilation is intolerably
dangerous, the pyramiding cost of supporting superior
military strength and defenses against potential enemies
seriously competes with alternative activities that would
decrease the probability of war. It is no new thought
that if the intelligence, imagination, creativity, and drive
that now go to maintain military might, not to mention
the raw materials and energy devoted to the same purpose, were widely used for peacetime purposes. the incentives to war could be largely abolished.
In spite of the fact that there is wide agreement with
this thesis that war is more nearly than ever synonymous
with madness, and that decreasing its likelihood is the
greatest need of our time, progress is made with discouraging slowness. The obvious solution through mutual
disarmament fails because there is no mutual trust among
nations.

The contributions of science
While the task of preventing a major war in the immediate future is assigned to the statesmen of the world,
with special responsibility in the hands of the more
powerful nations, there are many ways in which science
can and must contribute toward basic and long-term
solutions.
It is difficult for men with empty stomachs to know
right from wrong. If presently available scientific knowledge of agriculture were applied on a world-wide basis,
hunger could become unnecessary. But the economic,
political and social problems inherent in doing so are
made enormously more difficult by the fact that they must

be solved in terms of a world divided into many nations.
Solutions are possible and every possible effort should
be devoted to attempts now being made to arrive at them.

More mouths to feed
In the time required to increase food production sufficiently to feed two and a half billion people adequately,
there will, unfortunately, be many more than that to feed.
With the present excess of births over deaths, the world's
population is annually increasing by 30 to 40 million.
Food production must therefore more than catch u p with
present needs. This will require that efforts be stepped
up by even larger factors. More land must be brought
under cultivation and yields must be increased. This
means more fertilizer, more water for irrigation-perhaps
through recovery from sea water-and
more plant and
animal breeding. The food of the oceans will have to
be harvested in increasing amounts, and the practicability
of entirely new methods of agriculture, such as those of
algal farms, will have to be explored.
All of this will require more technology and a great
extension and evolution of industry. Consumption of
raw materials and energy will rise markedly. The general
level of education will have to be raised on a world-wide
basis. Better use of manpower resources, especially at
the intellectual level, will be increasingly necessary.

Working together
If the peoples of the world can somehow be induced
to work together, there is no apparent reason why a l l of
this cannot be done". While it is being done, what will be
the trend of population growth? With the spread of
technology and education, will birth rates in fact f a l l off
until populations reach approximate equilibrium in size?
It is a widespread belief that they will. The decreased
birth rates that accompany education are attributed to an
increased desire to limit family size plus greater knowledge of birth control techniques. If so, education and
the discovery and development of improved methods of
birth control may in time largely solve the quantitative
problem of population growth.
However, the hope that prosperity and education will
continue automatically to lead to population stabilization
through voluntary birth control has been considerably
dimmed by the marked postwar increases in birth rates
in the United States and other industrialized nations. Indeed, this phenomenon raises the question of whether
Malthus was not fundamentally right, l1 in spite of
his many detractors of recent times.
Whether or not the present high birth rates in industrialized nations are temporary and will in the long run
be smoothed out at a lower level, the whole question
of the adequacy of voluntary family limitation in reguENGINEERING AND SCIENCE
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lating the growth of populations will have to be faced
sooner or later. This is because the problem of control
may not be wholly a quantitative one. Because it will
inevitably be uneven in its application, voluntary and
individual family control is bound to lead to changes
in population composition. Differences in net reproductive rates may depend on such factors as genetic background, cultural history, and economic status. Whatever
their cause, they may well produce population changes
of the greatest significance to man's future. For example,
it has many times been pointed out that under a system
of voluntary birth control the less fit intellectually may
be low in social responsibility and might therefore have
a higher than average net reproductive rate. If differences
in intelligence of this kind have an important genetic
component, there is a theoretical possibility that progressive intellectual disintegration could become an important
factor in shapingthe natuie of future populations.

Unpleasant problem
Alternatives to population control through voluntary
decisions on the part of individuals-society-imposed
family quota schemes, to mention one conceivable possibility-raise
religious, moral and ethical questions
of such magnitude that no responsible society has ever
given them serious consideration except under the most
unusual and special circumstances. It could well be that
societies may eventually be forced to face this unpleasant
problem more realistically than they so far havel1l2.
At the same time that solutions are being sought to
problems of natural growth, food production, raw material supplies, energy resources, and the training of
manpower, effective ways must be found to abolish the
threat of war that has so long and so constantly plagued
man. All responsible statesmen know this and they have
pointed out repeatedly that the one formula most likely
to succeed is the development of a union of nations in
which authority and power are commensurate with re~ponsibility'~.There appears to be no other way to protect individual nations against those unwise and irresponsible acts of other nations that are the precursors of
violence. It is of course now a common hope of many
nations and many individuals that the United Nations will
evolve into just such a union. If it is to do so, the hope
must spread widely and grow to the intensity of a demand.

Closing t h e gaps
There is no reason why. under such a union, individual
nations cannot continue to approach their internal problems in a variety of ways and with the hope that ultimately the wide gaps that now exist among nations of
differing political, social, and economic ideologies will

be closed through convergent social evolution.
Man's evolutionary future, biologically and culturally,
is unlimited. But far more important, it lies within his
own power to determine its direction. This is a challenge and an opportunity never before presented to any
species on earth.
It has been clear for a long time that man is potentially
capable of cultural self-direction-that
he could, t o a
much greater extent than he now does, consciously select
his cultural objectives. What is not so obvious is that
it has now become possible to exercise a comparable
degree of control over his purely biological evolution.

Understanding-and

the future

Through the understanding of heredity that man has
gained within the past half century he has acquired the
power to direct the evolutionary futures of the animals
he domesticates and the plants he cultivates. At the same
time, and in the same way, he has won the knowledge
that makes it possible deliberately to determine the course
of his own biological evolution. He is in a position to
transcend the limitations of the natural selection that
have for so long set his course8.
But knowledge alone is not sufficient. To carry the
human species on to a future of biological and cultural
freedom. knowledge must be accompanied by collective
wisdom and courage of an order not yet demonstrated
by any society of menl1. And beyond knowledge, wisdom, and courage, faith too will be essential. Man must
have faith in himself. He must have faith in the rightness
and goodness of his goals. And many would add that
he must continue to have spiritual faith.
Faith, belief, and the urge to go on and on have
themselves come out of man's past as a part of the evolutionary pattern that has fashioned him into the unique
being he is. In this uniqueness he is capable of attaining heights far greater than his most magnificent cultural
achievements of the past.
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London, 1.952).
(12) Karl Sax, Standing Room Only (Beacon Press, Boston,
1955).
(13) Quiiicy Wright, A Stilly n/ War, Vol. Z & 11 (University
of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1942).
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
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-JET ENGINE FUEL CONTROLS - COMPUTERS

- COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT - CIVIL DEFENSE
AC'S new, m o d e r n 225,000
square feet, glass-masonry, aluminum plant (being built in suburban Milwaukee) is another step
in GM's Electronics Division's
Permanent, Progressive Program.

AVIATION -AUTOMOTIVE

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

all offer you personally,opportunitiesthat demand
investigation. To arrange personal, confidential
interview i n your territory, write today to

Mr.

John

F. Heflinger,

Supervisor of Salaried Personnel.
For a confidential opinion as to how
can fit BEST in our Challenging Pro
write to us today.

AC THE ELECTRONICS DIVISION

General Motors Corporation
Milwaukee 2, Wisconsin
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"Here are some of the facts about Honeywell that

have been of real interest to the young engirzeering
graduates we talk to,"
Glen Siedel, Vice President in Charge
of Engineering B.M.E. Minnesota '36
HONEYWELL I S A GROWTH COMPANY!

A growth company is one where men move ahead be-

cause of opportunity and challenge . . . where problems
are turned into progress . . . where employment, sales
and income increase steadily year after year.
Honeywell, today's world leader in the automatic
control field, is such a company. For the past 30 years,
sales have doubled or tripled every five years ($1,084,259 in 1926; $244,482,068 in 1955). Employment has
increased from 720 to over 25,000 in the same period,
and net earnings have climbed from $424,241 to
$19,278,648.
This healthy growth of Honeywell is shown in the
table below.
The future is even more challenging. Planned diversification puts Honeywell in such new fields as office and
factory automation, process control, transistors, plastics, atomic energy, electronics, missiles and satellites.

Honeywell has the proven skills to design, engineer and
build the equipment required by an increasingly automatic world and to sell its products profitably.
RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING ARE
IMPORTANT AT HONEYWELL!

Research, design-development and product engineering
are indispensable for continued growth. Honeywell's
research and engineering have advanced twice as fast
as growth in sales.
Honeywell's growth from a small thermostat company has been stimulated by research. And today research and development work in metallurgy, ceramics,
heat transfer, plastics, vacuum tubes, ultrasonics,
magnetic materials, semi-conductors, and combustion
suggests new growth. Never in history has the potential
of these and similar Honeywell development programs
looked so promising.

ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE

HONEYWELL M E N ADVANCE RAPIDLY!
The ability to accept and discharge responsibility, and
to plan and execute programs mean advancement. Men
who get things done, get better jobs.
Such is the case at Honeywell. Ability, drive and the
spirit of team play-combined with education and experience-determine where and how fast you progress.
And our growth means we are always eager to find men
with capacity for greater responsibility.
Who measures this? Your immediate supervisor does.
He will speed your progress by seeking your ideas and
opinions, by stimulating your interest and enthusiasm
and by giving you additional responsibilities as you are
ready to accept them.
Then, twice a year he will review your accomulishments with you and determine your salary increases.
A program like this is assurance that contributions are
rewarded by compensation and advancement.
There are other factors that accelerate advancement.
Engineers predominate among our vice-presidents,
divisional executives and departmental managers. So,
attitudes and opinions of our scientists and engineers
are understood and supported by management.
Honeywell is composed of small units working as a
team. These units multiply opportunities for early
managerial experience and lay the foundation for more
important management assignments in future years.
HONEYWELL OFFERS M A N Y EXTRA BENEFITS!
The importance of benefits in career planning cannot
be underestimated. Honeywell's program ranks as one
of the most liberal in industry. There's free group life
insurance . . . free accident and sickness insurance . . .
free hospital insurance. You will find a liberal policy on
paid vacations and holidays and modern pension and
retirement program paying lifetime benefits.
HONEYWELL PLANTS ARE LOCATED
ALL ACROSS THE COUNTRY A N D ABROAD!
If you have a geographical preference either in the
U. S. or abroad, consider Honeywell's many engineering and production locations. You'll find challenging
opportunities for a variety of engineering specialties
with Honeywell in Beltsville, Md.; Boston; Chicago;
Denver; Freeport and Warren, 111.; Independence,
Iowa; Los Angeles; Minneapolis; Philadelphia; St.
Petersburg, Florida; Wabash, Ind.; and Toronto,
Ontario.
Abroad, Honeywell factories are located in Amiens,
France; Amsterdam, Netherlands; Frankfurt, Germany;
Newhouse, Scotland and Tokyo, Japan.
If you prefer sales and application engineering you'll
find 127 sales and service offices in principal cities
across the nation and Canada, and 45 countries abroad.
HONEYWELL'S M A I N FIELDS A N D
LOCATIONS ARE:
Heating and Air Conditioning Controls: Engineering
and manufacturing plants in Minneapolis, Chicago,
Wabash and Los Angeles.
Industrial Instruments and Controls: Research, engineering and manufacturing plants in Philadelphia and
Beltsville, Md.
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Aeronautical Controls: Research, engineering and
manufacturing plants in Minneapolis, St. Pctcrsburg
and Los Angeles.
Precision Switches: Engineering and manufacturing in
Freeport and Warren, Illinois, and Independence, Iowa;
research facilities in Denver.
Ordnance e n d Missiles: Engineering and manufacturing in Minneapolis, Monrovia, Calif., and Seattle, Wash.
Servo Components and Controls: Engineering and
manufacturing plants in Boston.
Oscillographic and Photographic Equipment: Research, engineering and manufacturing facilities in
Denver.
Transistors: Research, engineering and manufacturing

plants in Boston.
Research: In addition to research and engineering
activities carried on by various divisions, Honeywell
also maivtains a Research Center in the Minneapolis
suburb of Hopkins. Prime concern of the Center is
basic projects of interest to the entire organization.
Whichever Honeywell division or location you
choose, you'll be assured of special training to help you
grow in your job. This training includes regular on-thejob instruction, formal classes at the company and
tuition-aid courses at nearby institutions.
H O W TO LEARN MORE ABOUT HONEYWELL!
A Honeywell representative can answer your questions
and give you additional information about opportunities at Honeywell. Please consult your college placement office for the date of his next visit to your campus.
Meanwhile, you will want to read a booklet titled
'Your Curve of Opportunity in Automatic Controls."
Write H. T. Eckstrom, Personnel Administrator, Dept.
CM, Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Company, 2753
Fourth Avenue, South, Minneapolis 8, Minnesota.

*Indicates location of Engineering-Researchfacilities

Safes Offices in 127 Cities in the U.S. and Canada
M I N N E A P O L I S

Honeywell
F i r s t in Controls

HI
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Biology Building

Professor Galbraith has long been recognized for his
far-reaching interpretation of modern wartime eco11on1Ic
policy. and for his writing on agricultural, industrial.
and financial ~opics. He received his education at the
University of Toronto and the University of California.
and continued his post-doc~oral study at Cambridge
University in England. He taught economics at H a r vard from 1934 to 1939, and at Princeton from 1939
to 1942. He has been professor of economics at Harvard
since 1949.
During World War 11, Galbraith was deputy administrator of the Office of Price Administration. then served
as director o f the Stralegic Bombing Survey, and later
worked for the State Department. He has been a n editor
of Fortune magazine. and he is the author of such books
as American Capitalism, The Concept of Countervailing
Power, and The Great Crash, 1929.
The John Randolph Haynes and Dora Haynes Foundation, established in 1949, is devoting most of its resources to research in the social sciences, and to encourage the study of problems in this field by making
grants to educational institutions. Each year. as part
of a program of community education, the Foundation
has brought a distinguished scholar to one of the southern
California colleges or universities for a series of lectures
on important problems of contemporary life.

4 GRANT OF $477,000 from the Public Health Service
in Washington. D.C.. will enable the Institute to provide needed additions to the new Church Laboratory
of Chemical Biology. Under the terms of the grant, the
I n s ~ i t u ~must
e
match the federal funds. About $170,000
will be used immediately to complete equipment needs
in the laboratory. As soon as the remainder of the grant
is matched, construction will begin on a building to serve
as a connecting wing between the Kerckhoff and Church
Laboratories.
Economic Values
JOHNI<ENNETHGALBRAITH,professor of economics at
Harvard University, comes to Caltech this month to
present the Haynes Foundation Lectures on "Economic
Values," on January 15, 17 and 21.

Alden Roach
ALDENC. ROACH,president of the Columbia-Geneva
Steel Co., and a trustee of the Institute, was killed on
December 21 when his New York-bound plane crashed
on a Pennsylvania mountainside. He was 55 years old.
A graduate of the University of Illinois, Roach began
his career in the steel industry in 1924<.when h e became
a master mechanic for the Lac1e.de Steel Co. in St.
Louis. I n 1927 he joined the Union Iron Works in Los
Angeles and became manager of the industrial building
department when it merged with two other firms to form
ihe Con-olidated Steel Corp.
He rose to vice-president for sales and engineering
and, in 1941, was elected president of the mammoth
shipbuilding corporation. In 1948 he became president
of the Columbia Steel Corp., and was made president of
Columbia-Geneva Steel, a subsidiary of U.S. Steel, in
1951.
Mr. Roach was also a director of many companies
and organizations, including Southern California Edison,
North American Aviation, and the Stanford Research
Institute.
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is the only hope, it is needful that we pay tribute to the engineer.
To the man. Not his muscle of machines and minerals,

not the might of the atom or industry. But more his knowledge,
his compassion, his humility

. . . more his mind

and attitude

that are our building stone for progress in peace.

THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, MIDLAND, MICHIGAN
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UNIVERSITY. O F CALIFORNIA RADIATION LABORATORY

The cyclotron
The synchrotron

an you help add

The proton
linear accelerator
The Bevatron
Electromagnetic
separation of
uranium-235

These accomplishments in pure and applied science are
widely known. T o this impressive list, scientists and
engineers at the Laboratory's Livermore site are making equally
important contributions in the fields of nuclear weapons design,
nuclear rocket propulsion, controlled thermonuclear energy
(Project Sherwood) and high current accelerators.
What you can do to help add to these accomplishments is
limited only by yourself-your ability and your interest.
For the University of California Radiation Laboratory is
managed and directed by outstanding scientists and engineers.
These men are your "team-mates". . . offering pioneering
knowledge of the nuclear field and the newest, most
expansive laboratory facilities. Here-where new ideas
and techniques are traditional-initiative is constantly
encouraged and developed.

or ELECyou may be involved in a project in any one of
many interesting fields, as a basic
member of the task force assigned each
research problem. Your major contribution will be to design and test the necessary equipment, which calls for skill
at improvising and the requisite imaginativeness to solve a broad scope of consistently unfamiliar and novel problems.
If you are a CHEMIST or CHEMICAL
ENGINEER, you will work on investigations in radiochemistry, physical and
inorganic chemistry and analytical
chemistry. The chemical engineer is
particularly concerned with the problems of nuclear rocket propulsion,
weapons and reactors.
If you are a PHYSICIST or MATHEMATICIAN you may be involved in such
fields of theoretical and experimental
physics as weapons design, nuclear
rockets, nuclear emulsions, scientific

I

F YOU

are a

MECHANICAL

TRONICS ENGINEER,

photography (including work in the
new field of shock hydrodynamics),
reaction history, critical assembly,
nuclear physics, high current linear
accelerator research, and the controlled
release of thermonuclear energy.
In addition, you will be encouraged
to explore fundamental problems of
your own choosing and to publish your

Discovery of plutonium
and many other
transuranium elements
Discovery of
URANIUM-233
TRITIUM
CARBON -1 4
IRON -59
IODINE-131
I

1
1
I

Discovery of
the antiproton
and antineutron
Artificial production
of mesons

findings in the open literature.
And for your family-there's pleasant living to be had in Northern California's sunny, smog-free Livermore
Valley, near excellent shopping centers,
schools and the many cultural attractions of the San Francisco Bay Area.

You can help develop
tomorrow-at UCRL today
Send for complete information on the
facilities, work, personnel plans and
benefits and the good living your family
6UCRL
can enjoy.

-----------------------------------------------3.3-4
DIRECTOR O F PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL
UNIVERSITY O F CALIFORNIA RADIATION LABORATORY
LIVERMORE, CALIFORNIA
I
I

Please send me complete information describing UCRL facilities,
projects and opportunities.

I
I

My specialty i s
I
1

My degree0 are
Name

I

Address
I
1

City

Zone-State
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Sneer capabi
inal thinking rn rn

The Garrett Corporation has built an
outstanding reputation for pioneeri n g because of engineers whose
minds are not shackled to the past
.. or even the present. We concentrate on the future.
If you're the sort of engineer to
whom a n obstacle is only a challenge, you'll be interested in working
w i t h us. You'll h a v e t h e f i n e s t
research and laboratory facilities a t

.

your disposal.. .have your choice
of location among the Los Angeles,
Phoenix and New York areas. Also,
financial assistance and encouragement will help you continue your
education in the graduate schools of
fine neighboring universities.
All modern U.S. and many foreign
aircraft a r e Garrett equipped. We
have pioneered such fields as refrigeration systems, pneumatic valves

and controls, temperature controls,
cabin a i r compressors, t u r b i n e
motors, gas turbine engines, cabin
pressure controls, heat transfer,
electro-mechanical equipment, electronic computers and controls.
We are seeking engineers in a l l
categories to help us advance o u r
knowledge in these and other fields.
Send resume of education and experience today to: Mr. G. D. Bradley

Â¥'OÂ¥Â¥BORA-B9851 S . S E P U L V E D A B L V D . . L O S A N G E L E S 4 5 . C A L I F O R N I A
DIVISIONS: AIRESEARCH

MANUFACTURING.

AIRESEARCH I N D U S T R I A L
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REX

AERO

LOS ANGELES

.

ENGINEERING

AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING. PHOENIX
AIR C R U I S E R S

AIRSUPPLY

A I R E S E A R C H AVIATION

SERVICE
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PERSONALS
1918
Carlyle H. R i d e n o u r Brig. Gen., U.S.A.F.,
(Ret.) writes that he has been with Lockheed Aircraft's Georgia Division in Marietta for nearly six years. He's been retired fiom ihe Army since 1945.

1923
Loren E. Blakely is the southern California iepresentative for the No Joint Concrete Pipe Company of Yuba. City, California. The company has a new system of
continuous construction which produces finished concrete pipe at the rate of about
500 feet in 3 hours.

tation dt Pepperdine College, officiates this
month at Peppeldine at a symposium on
'Foot Problems."

1929
Homer G. McWilliams of West Covina,
who was plane division manager for the
Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Cornpany in Los Angeles, died on December
11. A native of Iowa, he had been a resident of California for the past 45 years
and a n employe of Pacific Telephone for
33 years. He is survived by his wife,
Edythe; a daughter, Barbara; and a son,
Michael.

1926

1930

Joseph Matson Jr., is still working as
civil engineer with the Waialua Agricultural Company, Ltd., in Waialua, Hawaii.
and is also a colonel in the U.S. Army
Reserve.

Melvin L. Leppert has been with the
U.S. Naval Research Laboratory in Washington, D.C., since 1940, and is now head
of the antenna circuitry section. The Lepperts' daughter is a freshman at George
Washington University.

1928
Harvey E. Billig, Jr. M D , FICS, medical
director of the Billig Clinic in Los Angeles, and professor of physical rehabili-

TYPE SH-D

1931
A d a m T. Zahorski, M S , is chief of structures for the Aerophysics Development

Corporation, which recently moved fiom
Santa Monica to Santa Barbara, California.
Howard Smits, MS '33, writes that "the
Pacific Iron and Steel Company, of which
I am president, has sold its fabricating
business here in Los Angeles and in the
Belgian Congo, and is now engaged i n the
development of Green Valley, south of Esuondido. This activity takes two formsfirst, the development of a 200-acre orchard as an agricultural enterprise; second, the development of a subdivision."

1933
David L. Clark, Jr., has been promoted
to the position of Northeast Region sales
manager for the New Departure Division
of the General Motors Corporation. Dave
has been with the company since 1940, and
was located in Los Angeles until this recent promotion which transferred him to
the firm's main office in Bristol, Connecticut. The Clarks have two sons, Jay and
Jeffrey, and are now living in West Sirnsbury, Connecticut.
Robert C. Kendall, M S . senior geophysi-

- 5000 VOLT TRAILING CABLE

For supplying power to electric shovels, dredges, etc.
Shielded to assure protection to personnel and equipment.
CRESCENT Wires and Cables are produced with modern equipment to the most exacting specifications. Every foot is subjected to searching electrical tests during manufacture
and in the finished form.

CRESCENT INSULATED WIRE & CABLE CO.
TRENTON 5, N. J.
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Graduates in engineering, physics,
lied math., allied sciences:

bette
than a "standard"career to

Careers, like cars, come in various models. And nowadays such things as security, adequate compensation,
vacations-with-pay are not "extras" any more-they're
just "standard equipment"!
As an individual,
you decide whether
you want whitewall
tires o r maybe a
s p o r t s c a r . You
should do no less
in choosing where
you want to work.
At North American,
fringe benefits are
second-to-none :
MISSILE DEVELOPMENT
b u t you can get
much more than that. Such extras as creative work,
advanced technology, latest facilities t o implement
your work-these all add up t o rewards an ordinary
job cannot give. You'll work with men of high professional standing. Your personal contribution will earn
quick recognition.

The techniques
of Electro-mechanical Engineering
reach their ultimate efficiency in
their application t o
m i s s i l e guidance
systems, fire and
flight control systems, computers
and recorders. You
ATOMICS INTERNATIONAL
will explore, study,
test, develop and produce apparat us that can extend
or supersede the human nervous s.ystem.
ROCKETDYNE DIVISION-Builders of Power for Outer
Space.
If you like challenging work, the large liquid-propellant rocket engine is your field. This Division operates
the biggest rocket engine workshop i n the Free World:

It will be worth your while personally, as well as
financially, t o find out about the extras that go with
a position in any of these four pioneering fields.
MISSILE DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING
The SM-64 Navaho Intercontinental Missile is only one
of the projects here. You can well imagine the exacting
standards of the
work, the quality of
the facilities, the
caliber of the men.
Here you will deal
with speeds well
up into multiple
Mach numbers,
encountering phenomena that were
only being guessed
at a few years ago.
AUTONETICS
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ROCKETDYNE

ATOMICS INTERNATIONAL-Pioneers in the Creative
Use of the Atom.
At this Division you will see a new industrial era taking shape, and play your part in putting the peaceful
atom t o work for mankind. Nuclear Reactors of various
kinds, for both power and research applications, are
designed and delivered t o order by Atomics International. With many "firsts" to their credit, these dedicated men continue t o spearhead the progress in this
exacting field.
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AIR CONDITIONING:

Engineers make it a LIFE-TIME Career at York
0

0

Expanding markets in air conditioning, refrigeration are creating new
opportunities for engineers.
York Training i s a recognized pathway to professional development.
York's products and applications are precision-engineered for every
mechanical cooling need.
Resulting career choices call for engineering graduates with widely
varying talents and interests.

Today, air conditioning i s much more
than a luxury or convenience. For many

industries, businesses, and even residences, it is more than necessary-it's
expected. The same is true in precision
refrigeration. Both spotlight the unprecedented needs for expertly trained
engineers to design, manufacture,
apply, and maintain such systems for
widely varying needs.
York systems are engineered. The company's reputation comes from its de-

mand that the system be tailored to the
need. The YORK engineer has at his
disposal both the know-how and the
facilities to produce and apply more air
conditioning and refrigeration system
components than any other manufacturer in the industry. Thus, the YORK
engineer can give full play to his own
creativeness in serving the Industrial,
Commercial, and Residential markets.
At York, the jobs vary. Today's might
be a hotel, tomorrow's a shopping center or an environmental laboratory.

HEADQUARTERS
FOR MECHANICAL COOLING
SINCE 1385

How do engineers get ahead at
York? Of the 25 top engineering exec-

utives at York, 19 came up through the
YORK Graduate Engineer Training
Program. This program blends classroom and on-the-job assignments into
personalized plans of post-graduate
education directed to the specified
placement chosen.
Exchange information about yourself and a YORK career at your College
Placement Office. There you'll find the
booklet "A Pathway to Professional
Development and Life-time Careers".
Register there for a campus interview
with York's representative. Mail inquiries will receive careful attention.
Write: Training and Education Department, York Corporation, a Subsidiary
of Borg - Warner Corporation, York,
Pennsylvania.

SUBSIDIARY OF BORG-WARNER CORPORATION
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Personals
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CONTINUED

dnbtrial engineering and chairman of the
industrial engineering division a t the University of California at Berkeley, is chairman of the Berkeley planning committee
for the Ninth Annual Industrial Engineering Institute, which is being held, simultaneously, at UCLA and Berkeley in eaily
February.
John Ritter i5 now supervising highway
engineer in the Sacramento headquarters
of the California Division of Highways.

cist in the Denver Area exploiation department of the Shell Oil Company, completed
20 years with the company in September.
Bob has been in the Denver Area since
1953. The Kendalls have 16 - year - old
twins, Robert and Elizabeth.
Chailes E. Tillman, after two-and-a-half
yeais as director of operations for Lockheed Aiicraft activities at the Holloman
Air Development Center. has returned to
Lockheed's California Division in Burflank,
where he is noiv staff engineer in the military operations research division.

1937
Fred Biimner. MS '41, will spend the
next t ~ v oyears in Germany on an assignment for C. F. Braun & Co. He will be
project engineer for the firm in the design
and construction of a new grass-roots oil
refinery for Esso, A.G., at Koln in Frankt w t am Main. Fred's wife and their four
Lens are accompanying him.

1935
William B. M d e a i i , MS '37, PhD '39,
was presented with a $25,000 cash award
for development of the Navy's air-to-air
guided missile (the Sidewinder) in New
York last month. The award, made under
the Incentive Awards program, was the
highest monetary prize ever given by the
government in recognition of an employe's
superior accomplishment. Bill has been
working for the Naval Ordnance Test Station since 1945, first at the Pasadena Annex, and lately as technical director at
China I.ake.

1939
Michael E. Hiehle has been appointed
project manager for the Hughes Aircraft
Company's weapons system development
laboratories in Culver City. Mike has been
with Hughes since 1950.

E, Paul De Cuiino. MS, professor of in-

1940
Edward R. van Driest, PhD, is now chief
scientist of technical sciences for the missile development division of North American Aviation, Inc., in Downey, California.
H e had formerly been staff specialist in t h e
aerodynamics section of the division. Ed
has been with North American since 1948,
v h e n he received his ScD in aerodynamic5
from the Swiss Federal Institute of Tech
nology's Institute of Aerodynamics in Zurich. From 1940 through 1946, he was,
successively, an instructoi in fluid and solid
mechanics at COInell University; associate
prof~ssor in civil engineering at the L n i Tersity of Connecticut; and an assistantprofess01 in mechanical engineering at

MIT.
Theodore Weaver, MS '42, manager of
the process development department of t h e
Fluor Corporation, Ltd., in Los Angeles,
was named winner of the 1956 Junior
Award of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers at their 49th annual meeting in Boston last month. The award is
given annually to encourage excellence i n
contributions to the publications of t h e
Tnstitute by its younger members. T e d
has heen with Fluor since 1944.

1941
John R. White, M S '42, has been appointed sales manager of the Aviation P r o ducts Division of Fenwal Inc., in Ashland, Massachusetts. He was formerly
Western District manager of the company,
with headquarters in Los Angeles.

Engineering Opportunities
in the field of

MISSILE CONTROLS
Positions available
for mechanical and
electrical engineers
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AERONAUTICAL

Mr. Controls
...>

2;.:.:

DIVISION

CONTROLS " COMPANY
Santa Ana Freeway at Euclid Avenue
Anaheim, California

"EVERYTHING'S

UNDER CONTROL"

Roy C. Van Orden, division manager of
A. C. Martin & Associates, Architects a n d
Engineers, in Los Angeles, has now been
made an associate member of the firm. T h e
Van Ordens had a new addition to their
family last June-a
daughter, Gretchen
Zale-their
fourth child.

S. Kendall Gold writes that h e and his
wife and children are still in London and
still enjoying i t there. "I'm chief engineer
for the California - Texas Oil Company,
Ltd.," says Ken, "and from this office we
supervise the design of major refinery additions in various parts of the world in which
Caltex operates.
' M y wife and I are looking forward to
a home leave next year when we hope to
Lie able to get back to southern California."

R n h t G . MrAnils has moved from L o m poc, California, to the general engineering
headquarters of Johns-Manville Corporation in Manville, New Jersey. Bob is working on the air conditioning, ventilating
CONTINUED
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How often
does Du Pont
transfer
technical men?

Fred V. Wolford receives his B.S. in Chemical Engineering from
the University of Texas in January 1957. "Van" is a member of the
Southwestern Rocket Society, Canterbury Club, and local VicePresident of A. I. Ch. E. Like all students, he's interested in fi nding
out about the best opportunities offered in his profession.

received his B.S. Ch. E. from Cornell in 1944
and served as an Engineering Officer on destroyer duty until
1946. Since coming with Du Pont, he has worked a t New Jersey
plants as a Field Supervisor in Du Pont's Engineering Service
Division. Ed was recently transferred to Du Pont's Design
Division to further round out his professional development.
Edward H. Berg

w

just completed a study on that subject, Van,
so I can speak with some authority.
Using technical graduates who came with Du Pont
in 1949 as a base, we found these men averaged 1.7
transfers of location in 7 years. We frequently shift
men from one assignment to another at the same location, to broaden them professionally. But it's interesting to note that 38% of those surveyed had not
changed their location of employment a t all.
Changes of work location depend a little on the
type of work a man enters. For instance, there are

likely to be more transfers in production and sales,
fewer in research.
But one thing is certain. Du Pont transfers are a1ways purposeful. The majority are a natural result
of Du Pont's continued growth and expansion. And
they invariably represent opportunity for further professional development.

E'VE
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Additional employment information is given in

"Chemical Engineers at Du Pont." This booklet
describes in detail the work and responsibilities
of chemical engineers who work at Du Pont.
Write for your free copy to the Du Pont Company, 2507C Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98, Del.

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING.. ..THROUGH CHEMISTRY

Watch "Du Pont Theater" on Television

4
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How to keep paper machine speeds
and tensions under contra
To give better control of roll speeds and
sheet tensions in a paper machine, engineers developed a new differential drive
system that uses a single line shaft to
power individual paper machine rolls.
This called for rigid shaft mountings and
extremely accurate gear mesh. So the
engineers specified Timkenm tapered
roller bearings for the drive units. Timken
bearings hold shafts and gears in rigid
alignment. Gear mesh is smoother, more
accurate. Shaft wear is eliminated, gear
wear reduced.

How TIMKEN bearings bold

0

gear shafts rigid
The full line contact between rollers and races of Timken
bearings gives shafts rigid support over a wide area. Shaft
deflection is minimized. And the tapered design of Timken
bearings permits them to be set up with the most desirable
amount of end play o r preload that gives the best performance.

%

*
t

Want to learn more about bearings
or job opportunities?
Many of the engineering problems you'll face after graduation
willinvolvebearingapplications.
For help i n learning more about
bearings, write for the 270-page
General Information Manual on
Timken bearings. And for infor-

O

-

KEN

G.

U- S. PAT. OFF.

WERED ROLLER BEARINGS

mation about the excellent job
opportunities at the Timken
Company write for a copy of
"Career Opportunities a t the
Timken Company". The Timken
Roller Bearing Company, Canton 6, Ohio.

-

NOT JUST A BALL 0 NOT IDST A ROLLER
BEARING TAKES RADIAL

-

-

THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER ID

4 AND THRUST 4- LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION
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and dust control problems of all the JohnsManville plants.

1945
Jesse H . Zubr~skie, MS. chief test engineel foi the Bell Aii(raft Corporation in
Buffalo, New York, has lieen appointed
manager of the guided missiles division
of Bell's new weapon systems division. He
has been Ã§it the cun~panysince i95J

1946
Dunsy T. Williams, MS, has moved from
Oklahoma City, where he was principal assistant at the Weather Buieau Airport Station, to Kansas City, Missouri, where he is
now research meteorologist with the Severe Local Storms unit of the U.S. Weather
Bureau.

1 947
David 0. Caldwell, assistant professor
of physics at MIT, reports the birth of
his first child, Bruce David, on October 26.
Morris Feigen, MS, has been appointed
senior staff engineer of the design integration department of the guided missiles laboratory of the Hughes Aircraft
Company in Culver City.
Eugene M. Shoemaker, MS '48. is still
with the U.S. Geological Survey in Grand
Junction, Colorado. H e was married in
1951 to Carolyn Spellman, sister of Richard
Spellrnun, '48, and they now have two children, and another on the way.

1949

Philip H . Benton recently announced the
opening of his new company, Benton Engineering, in San Diego, specializing in
applied soil mechanics and foundations, inchiding soil testing facilities.

William N . Harris, recently promoted to
Lt. (j.g.) in the Navy, writes that he is
still with the Naval Reactors Branch of
the Atomic Energy Conlmission. I n November he spent a week on the Nautilus,
the Navy's first nuclear-propelled submarine, traveling to Bermuda and back.

Comdr. Joseph B. Deodati, MS, AE '47,
lias moved to Washington, D.C. where he is
now in the Power Plant Division of the
Navy's Bureau of Aeronautics.

Joseph A. Dobrowolski is now field representative of the Portland Cement Association at Sacramento, California. H e was
formerly a junior civil engineer for the

State of Caliiornia Division of Highways.
Bernard W.Shore was appointed assistant professor of biochemistry at the Medical College of Georgia in Augusta this
fall. He received his PhD in 1955 from
UC in Berkeley, where he was a biophysicist at the Donner Laboratories.

1950
Lt. Col. James H. Hottenroth. MS, has
been appointed assistant district engineer
of the Army's Fort Worth District Corps
of Engineers. H e was formerly executive
officer of the supply and maintenance
division of the Engineer Office at the headquarters of the Army Forces F a r East a n d
Kth U.S. Army.

1951
Robert G. Adler, Jr., has been in t h e
Army since January, 1955. Now a Specialist Third Class in the 565th Medical Company, Bob is stationed in Germany.

1952
Richard R. Tracy writes that "for the
past two years I have been employed by
CONTINUED O N PAGE 60

WANTED:
Creative Mechanical Engineer
to work with a long established professional engineer on the design of
special machines and products.
Lots of calculations, board work and
checking. Excellent job for engineer

who likes to work and improve his
competence. Every job is different
and in a new field of private industry.

J. SCOTT GASSAWAY
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

851 7 Santa Monica Bivd.

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

Los Angeles 46, California

Bradshaw 2-7526
CASE

-

FRAME

-

DRAG TAPES

.

TAPE-RULES
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HOW A 3#STAMP MAY CHANGE YOU
It's tough-trying to decide which company you'd
like to work for, where you'd advance fastest, be
happiest, and have the brightest future.

To help you make up your mind, let us send you
this interesting 16-page brochure that answers
many of your questions-and we'll answer others
by special letter.

RAYTHEON'S APPLICATION AND SALES PROGRAM

Sales and field engineering careers that lead to many
interesting activities and opportunities.
AND - quick facts on chances for advancement, graduate studies, individualized training, company policies
and benefits, plant locations, living and recreational
advantages.

FOR YOUR FREE COPY- MAIL THIS COUPONI

..............................................

WHAT T H I S FREE BOOK CONTAINS:

:

RAYTHEON'S RESEARCH PROGRAM - A digest of
Raytheon's current work in the basic fields of physics
and electronics.

:

RAYTHEON'S DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN PROGRAM
How the results of research are utilized in new elec-

*

tronic products and components.
RAYTHEON'S MANUFACTURING PROGRAM - Typical
examples of up-to-the-minute production techniques in
a rapidly expanding industry.
3

:
:

-

:
:

Raytheon Manufacturing Co.
Leonard B. Landall
College Relations Department
Waltham 54, Massachusetts
Please send me, without cost or obligation, ENGINEERI N G a n d RESEARCH CAREERS.

Name
Address

Zone-State-

City

Name of College or
.....em.

University

1....................................;

c-12.

this early portable compressor made air power history
I S gasoline-powered portable air compressor, introduced by Ingersoll-Rand in 1902, may look crude
and cumbersome by today's standards. But at the
time it was a real innovation - one of the first practical compressors which could be easily moved about
from job to job.
H

TO DAY it's the GYRO-FLO
. . another basic advance in

compressor design by Ingersoll-Rand
THE GYRO-FLO is a r o t a r y
sliding-vane portable compressor
with oil injection cooling, first introduced by Ingersoll-Rand in
1950. The success of this unit has
been proven by the ever-growing
trend to this type of design, and
the increasing demand for rotary
air power. Ingersoll-Rand now
manufactures the most complete
line of rotary portable compressors
available.

If you'd rather help make industrial history than read about it,
why not investigate the fine job
opportunities available with
Ingersoll-Rand -recognized leader
in the machinery field. For further
information contact your Placement Office or write IngersollRand.
2-68

1 1

Inee~~~ll-Rand
f^
!I Broadway. New York 4, N. Y.

COMPRESSORS BLOWERS GAS & DIESEL ENGINES PUMPS VACUUM EQUIPMENT AIR & ELECTRIC TOOLS MINING & CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT
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To help you plan your
- future!
Send for your copy of our new booklet describing
careers in the petroleum industry-and especially,
careers in the rapidly expanding petrochemical field.
Let us help you evaluate your opportunities in this
"industry of the future."
Phillips is engaged in exploration, production,
manufacturing and distribution of petroleum and its
hundreds of products. As a leader in petrochemicals,
Phillips has major interests in plastics, synthetic
rubber, carbon black, chemical fertilizers, rocket
fuels and special chemicals. The company is also
active in the field of atomic energy and operates one
of the government's major reactor installations.
Choose a career in the field that interests you most.
Phillips policy of promotion from within offers

exceptional opportunities for future advancement.
Mail the coupon below for the new booklet describing opportunities with Phillips.
PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY
Bartlesville, Oklahoma
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the Task Corporation ( a fast rising newcoiner in the research field) formerly of
Pasadena but recently moved into new facilities in Anaheim. Among other Tech
alumni at Task is a classmate, Dud W a g
nei, '52. My working efforts have slowed
to a trickle, however, since I have ietumed
to Caltech (the scene of the crime) and
hope to receive my MS in aeronautics this
June."
Paul D. Aifhzir, PhD, research scientist
with the Marquardt Aircraft Company, is
also a lecturer in aeronautics in the graduate schools of USC and UCLA. He had
been a civilian scientist for the Air Force,
at the Pentagon and in France, in 1952-53.
In the summer of 1953 he was a visiting
aeronautical research engineer in Amsterdam, Holland; and in 1953-54 he served
as a Fulbright professor of engineering in
Baghdad, Iraq.
Joseph Picornell, MS, writes from Manila, in the Philippines, that h e was appointed assistant vice president of the
Philippine Electrical Manufacturing Company last July. The firm is a Westinghouse
licensee with a theoletical capacity of

SIT H A ?

about 23,000 incandescent and 6,000 fluorescent lamps a day. Joe still has his old
job, too, on a part-time basis- as production engineer of Industrial Textiles Manufacturing Company.
Tucker Canington, PhD, is now doing
postdoctoral research in kinetir spectroscopy at the National Bureau of Standards
in Washington, D.C., on an associateship
sponsored by die National Acadenii of
Sciences-National
Research Council and
tlie Buieau of Standards. Prior to this,
he was on active duty with the U.S. Army,
assigned to the Ballistic Reseaich Laboratoiy at the Aberdeen Proving Ground in
Maryland.

1953
Robert I. Stanton, Jr., is back at Caltech, working for his PhD in geology. H e
got his MA in geology at Harvard last
June.
Howard Boroughs, PhD, writes from
Honolulu that "after I left Tech, I spent
a year a t the Sorbonne and decided the
climate of Hawaii suited me better. I am
now an associate professor of zoology (of
all things!) and becoming zoological as

D RELAX

all get out. My friends on the mainland
are sick of seeing me because 1'm on the
National Academy of Sciences panel on
the Biological Effects of Atomic Radiation.
I became an expert in this field in about
six months, because nobody knows anything about the subject with regard to
marine organisms. To those friends I
don't see, I send a warm aloha by way of
the trade winds."

1954
Eldon L. Knuth, PhD, is now an associate research engineer at ULCA. He's living in Topanga, California.
Robert D. Dikkers, MS, is now a n assistant engineer for the National Concrete
Masonry Association in Chicago. He was
formerly a junior civil engineer with the
Harza Engineering Company in Chicago.

1956
John I<. Lansingh, who was formerly employed by the Oronite Chemical Company
in San Francisco, is now a private in the
Army, receiving his basic training with
the 9th Infantry Division at Fort Carson,
Colorado.

Challenging Opportuniti
I n Research and Development
for

Let Calmec Manufacturing Company
Worry About
Your Metal Parts and Products
We have the most modern facilities and most
complete plant t o give you the maximum o f
service, whether i t is a small part, a large part,
or a product from your ideas to the shipped article
direct to your customers, under your name, from
our plant.

CALMEC MANUFACTURING CO.
Robert A. Mclntyre, M.S. '38
KImball 6204
5825 District Blvd.
Los Angeles 22, Calif.

FLUID MECHANICS ENGINEERS
Engineers o f advanced standing will find challenging work at the Garfield Thomas Wafer
Tunnel of the Ordnance Research Laboratory
located at The Pennsylvania State University.
This laboratory i s engaged i n basic and a p plied research i n the field of underwater propulsion and related subjects, including cavitation,
hydroelasticity, and hydrodynamic control o f
submerged bodies. The existing openings offer
opportunities for combining research and development work in these fields with various
academic activities.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
Mechanical engineers with research ability a n d
experience in missile development.
University Faculty Appointments
Opportunities for Graduate Study
Liberal Vacation Allowances
Security Benefit Programs
Send Resume to:
ARNOLD ADDISON, Personnel Director
THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
ORDNANCE RESEARCH LABORATORY
University Park,' Pennsylvania
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CAREERS WITH BECH

move into a lead job as a group
supervisor in charge of the design of
the electrical system of the complete
plant.
QUESTION:C o u l d y o u give an
estimate of the time involved in the
various steps?
BAUSCH:
That's impossible. We have
no hard and fast schedule. In general,
we have found that it takes a man.
about a year to get his feet on the
ground and become a real producer.
From that point on, it's up to him.
QUESTION:
I n other words, h e can
advance in keeping with his individual ability?

KARLBAUSCH,
Chief Electrical Engineer,
Power Division of the Bechtel Corporation.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
One of a series of interviews in which
Bechtel Corporation executives discuss
career opportunities for college men.
QUESTION:Mr. B a u s c h , in considering a position with Bechtel, or
any other firm, isn't it true that what
most college m e n want to know first
of all is "What will I be doing?"

BAUSCH:That's true, and it isn't an
easy question to answer. So much depends on individual preferences and
abilities and the way a man develops.
On joining us, he would be asked if
he'd like to work on the drafting
board doing layout work. As an
alternate, he might prefer a starting
assignment involving helping out on
calculations, requisitioning materials,
writing specifications, etc.
QUESTION:
In other words you try t o
give the new m a n some freedom of
choice ?
BAUSCH:As far as possible. We
know that the beginning period is a
difficult one. It takes some time for
him to get his feet on the ground and
we try to "expose" him to many dif-

ferent activities. In that way he gets
needed experience and familiarity
that help him decide the work for
which he feels best qualified. It also
gives us the opportunity to evaluate
his potential.
QUESTION:
Assuming a m a n shows
the necessary ability and begins t o
produce, how does he branch out?
BAUSCH:Generally, in either of two
ways. He may work on the electrical
portion of power plants, designing
circuits, control and relaying systems,
unit protection, etc. The other way is
on the physical layout of power plants
-that is, location of equipment, conduit and raceway systems, etc. In
either case he would be put in charge
of one section of the project.

BAUSCH:That's right. Of course,
there are many other factors involved, including the vitally important one of the great advancements
being made in every phase of the
electrical industry. These create new
jobs and new types of jobs involving
new skills. And for every opportunity
existing today, it is safe to predict
there will be at least two tomorrow.
Bechtel Corporation (and its Bechtel
foreign subsidiaries) designs, engineers
and constructs petroleum refineries,
petrochemical and chemical plants;
thermal, hydro and nuclear electric
generating plants; pipelines for oil and
natural gas transmission. Its large and
diversified engineering organization
offersopportunities for careers in many
branches and specialties of engineering
-Mechanical.. .Electrical.. .Structural
...Chemical. . .Hydraulic.

Write for new brochures showing the
wide variety of projects Bechtel builds
throughout the world.
Address: John l? O'Connell,
Vice President, Industrial Relations
220 Bush Street, San Francisco 4, Calif.

BECHTEL

QUESTION:
A n d his next advance
would be ...?

CORPORATION

BAUSCH:Assuming he progresses
satisfactorily, he would ultimately

Los Angeles New York Houston

SAN FRANCISCO

-
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WHY Ductile Cast Iron is different:

In conventional cast iron (left) the
graphite is in flake form, making for
brittleness. In Ductile Cast Iron (right)
it's formed into tiny spheres - this
makes for toughness, plus greatp.r
strength. (Magnified 100 times.)

Repetitive flash photography makes i t plain how ordinary (flake graphite) cast
iron, when stressed, will break off short without bending.

Slow-Motion Proof

HOW Ductile Cast Iron can be twisted
and bent without breaking is shown
above.

that Inco-developed Ductile Cast Iron
has exceptional ductility-can be bent like mild steel

TODAY, Ductile Cast Iron is a material

of many varied uses. Everything from
pinking shears to plowshares-washing
machine gears to jet plane parts! And
industry is rapidly expanding its uses
of this economical cast material.

Under the watchful eye of the strobe camera, Ductile Cast Iron bends and bends.

No break!

& International Nickel
Producers o f Inco Nickel, Nickel Alloys, Copper, Cobalt, I r o n Ore,
Tellurium, Selenium and Platinum, Palladium and Other Precious Metals

An Inco development, Ductile Cast
Iron is a new material t h a t combines
the best features of cast iron and
steel.
Like cast iron, Ductile Iron has
good fluidity. It's easy to cast. I t
machines well.
Like steel, Ductile Iron is strong
(the picture at l e f t proves i t ) . Its
ductility is outstanding.
With Ductile Iron, industry is cutting costs on materials, production,
maintenance. W r i t e f o r "Ductile
Iron, the Cast Iron that Can Be
Bent." This booklet will be helpful
to you in your engineering courses
and also later on, when you face
problems a s a practicing engineer.
The International Nickel Company,
Inc., Dept. 128e, New York 5, N. Y.
Q19.56, T . I . N . Co., Inc.
-.
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OFFIC
PRESIDENT
William F. Nash, Jr. '38
VICE-PBESIDEMT
Willis R. Donahue, Jr., '34
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Robert H. Bungay '30
Chester V/. Lindsay "35
John R. Fee '51
John E. Osborn '39
Edward P. Fleischer '43
Richard H. Jahns '35
Richard W. Stenzel '21

ALUMNI CHAPTER OFFICERS
NEW YORK CHAPTER
E. Morton Holland 3 6
President
A. G. Edwards <S Sons, 501 Lexington Avenue, New York 17
Vice-President
Albert E. Myers 2
2
9
530 Rock Road. Glen Rock. New .Jersey
Secretary-Treasurer
Frank F. Scheck '48
Penme, Edmonds, Morton, Barrows & Taylor,
247 Park Avenue, New York
WASHINGTON, D L CHAPTER;
President
Howard W. Qoodhue '24
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Office, Chief of Engineers
Secretary-Treasurer
Paul B. Streckewald '39
10414 Drumm Avenue, Kensington, Maryland

ALUMNI EVENTS
February 9
April 6
June 5
June 2 9

Dinner
Alumni
Annual
Annual

Dance
Seminar
Meeting
Picnic

SAN FRANCISCO CHAPTER
President
Harrison W. Sigworth '44
California Research Corporation
Vice-president
Donald E. Loeffler '40
Shell Oil Company, Martinez
Secretary-Treasurer
Jules F. Mayer '40
Chemical Division, Standard Oil Co., Richmond
Meetings: Informal luncheons every Thursday.
Fraternity Club, 345 Bush St.. San Francisco

ATHLETIC SCHEDULE
Varsity Basketball
January
January
January
February
February

CHICAGO CHAPTER:
President
Donald H. Loughridga '23
Northwestern Technological Institute, Evanston
Vice-President
Robert L. Janes '36
Armour Research Foundation, Chicago
Secretary-Treasurer
Lawrence H. Nobles '49
Northwestern University, Evanston

PCC a t Caltech
Whittier a t Caltech
Cal Poly ( S D ) a t Caltech
Redlands a t Caltech
UC (Riverside) a t Coltech

22
26
29
1
2

SACRAMENTO CHAPTER:
President
Herbert H. Deardorff '30
State Division of Highways, 1120 "N" Street, Sacramento
Vice-president
Wayne MacRostie '42
State Water Project Authority, Sacramento
Secretary-Treasurer
Robert K. Breece '47
State Division of Highways, Design Department,
Box 1499, Sacramento

FRIDAY EVENING DEMONSTRATION LECTURES
lecture Hall, 201 Bridge, 7 : 3 0 P.M.
January 25The History and Development of the
Colorado River
February 1Elasticity

SAN DIEGO CHAPTER:
Chairman
Maurice B. Ross '24
3040 Udal Street, San Diego 6, Calif.
Secretary
Frank John Dora, Jr. '45
Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corp., Son Diego
Program Chairman
Herman S. Englander '39
U. S. Navy Electronics Laboratory

by Dr. Alfred Ingersoll
by Prof. David Wood

SCHROTER & LOCKWOOD, IN

GilStftlSCtt
LABORATORY

G. Austin Schroter '28

PHOTO
RALPH C. ATKINSON '30-7070

CHEMICALS

Sonta Monica Blvd.,

Hollywood 38, Calif.

I

I

DAMES & MOORE
Trent R. Dames '33

R. Bruce Lockwood '37
Consulting Mining Engrs. - Mining Geologists
Evaluations - Methods - Costs - Ore Finding
3515 Sunset Blvd.
Los Angeles 26, U.S.A.
Cable: STRATEX-Los Angeles

BOOKS* Technical & Otherwise

William W. Moore '33

Whether you read in a specialized
field, or whether your literary range
is boundless you're most likely to find
the book you seek at VROMAN'S.

Soil Mechanics Investigations

General Offices: 816 West Fifth Street, Los Angeles 17
Regional Offices: Los Angeles, San Francisco, Portland,
Seattle, Salt Lake City, Chicago, New York, Atlanta, London

(Try VROMAN'S, too, for desk
supplies and quality gift ideas.)
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PHOTOGRAPHY AT WORK-N o. 25 in a Kodak Series

Nuclear reactor vessel for
Shippingport, Pa. power plant
designed by Westing'iiouse
Electric Co. under contract with
tlie A.E.C. for operation by
Duquesne Light Company.

Where atoms turn into horsepower
Combustion Engineering designed and built this "couldn'tbe-done" reactor vessel for America's first full-scale
nuclear power station. And photography shared the job of
testing metals, revealing stresses and proving soundness.

c

OUNTLESS unusual-even

Photograph showing patterns of
stress concentration. It was taken
of a plastic model of a reactor
vessel loaded to simulate the strains
a real reactor vessel would undergo.

Radiographs of the reactor vessel
welds were made with a 15,000,000volt betatron. Every bit of the
special steel, every weld had to be
proved sound and flawless.

uniqueproblems faced Combustion
Engineering in creating this nuclear
reactor vessel. Nine feet in diameter
with walls 8%in. thick, it is 235 tons
of steel that had to be flawless,
seamed with welds that had to be
perfect. And the inner, ultrasmooth
surface was machined to dimension
with tolerances that vie with those
in modern aircraft engines.
As in all its construction, Combustion Engineering made use of
photography all along the way. Pho-

:
:
:

tography saved time in the drafting
rooms. I t revealed where stresses
and strains would be concentrated.
It checked the molecular structure
of the steel, showed its chemical
make-up. And with gamma rays it
probed for flaws in the metal, imperfections in the welds.
business, large or small, can
me photography in many ways to
save time and money. It can go to
work in every department-design,
research, production, personnel,
sales, and accounting.

C A R E E R S WITH K O D A K
With photography and photographic processes becoming increasingly
important in the business and industry of tomorrow, there are new
and challenging opportunities at Kodak in research, enginecrins, clectronics, design and production.
If you are looking for such an interesting opportunity, write
for information about careers with Kodak. Address: Business
and Technical Personnel Dept., Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester 4, N. Y.

*...............................

a*....

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y.

DESIGNING COMPLETE PLANT LAYOUT for a new manufacturing

activity are Howard Jenkins, Maine '50, and Dick Rayve, Brooklyn
Polytechnic '54. This manufacturing engineering problem involves
operation planning, materials handling, and designing machine tools.

AT G E N E R A L E L E C T R I C .

EXTENSIVE ENGINEERING INSIGHT and a firm knowledge of manufacturing problems guide Tom Robinson, Alabama Polvtechnic Institute '54, in purchasing materials for operating departments. Tom,
at left, discusses possible application of metal products with vendors.

.

Your engineering background fits you for
expanding opportunities in manufacturing
Today's engineers are going to work in
manufacturing-and
rightly so. The
products of our rapidly advancing technology-involving mechanical, electrical, hydraulic, chemical and electronic
components-call for greater engineering skill in their production. With the
advent of atomic devices there will be
an even greater demand for engineering knowledge in the manufacturing
function.
General Electric, long a leader in
modern manufacturing methods, is cur-

rently planning expansions and improvements to double its production
rate in the next ten years. T o meet this
intensified demand, the Company has
instituted a Manufacturing Training
Program t o develop young men for the
important jobs which will result from
this manufacturing growth.
You can share in G.E.'s manufacturing progress. This is a field where
manufacturing engineers will apply all
their technical knowledge to provide
solutions for industry's many problems.

IN QUALITY CONTROL ENGINEERING Chuck Fehlau,BatesCollege'49,

is responsible for devising test procedures and designing test equipment
for this jet fighter gun-sighting system. Chuck also audits quality
control tests to assure compliance with engineerine requirements.

Mechanical, industrial, electrical, and
chemical engineers will all find wide
opportunities in the varied activities of
modern G-E manufacturing. For complete information on careers in manufacturing, write to John E . Jones, Manufacturing Training Program, General
Electric Company, Schenectady 5,
New York.
957-1
%gress

Is Our Most Important Producf-

GENERAL@

ELECTRIC

DESIGNING AUTOMATION EQUIPMENT for a new motor production
line are these G-E manufacturing engineers. The high engineering
content of operations in this manufacturing development laboratory
requires the technical skill of outstanding young creative engineers.

